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THE RELATION O,F CYLINDER A N D  
BOILER POWER TO LOCOMOTIVE 
RAT] NG. 
.Paper read by E .  M .  Gaaa, Member, Horwich, on Friday, 
4th April ,  1 9 1 9 ,  at Manchester, and on Tuesday, 27th May, 
1919, at Leeds. 
PAPER NO. 73. 
The hauling capabilities of the steam 1ocomotiLe are of 
consequence to  the Chief Mechanical Engineer, the Traffic 
Official, the Running Superintendent, the Designer, and all 
responsible for the operating of train loads. 
The Paper is divided under two headings :- 
( I )  ENGINE POWER, i .e . ,  the power the locomotive is 
capable of exerting behind the drawbar, and the loads it can  
haul a t  variocls speeds on a straight track and on various 
grades and curves. 
( 2 )  BOILER P O ~ E R ,  i . e . ,  the capacity of the boiler t o  
meet the demands upon it, so that the engine can economically 
haul its loads a t  given speeds on  various grades. 
The deductions are made on experiments carried out on 
the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway with goods trains 
composed of wagon stock of 14 tons gross weight each 
(wagon plus load), hauled by locomotives using saturated 
and not superheated steam. 
The following are  the leading particulars of the two 
engines employed on the trials (see photographs) :- 
Class. 0-8-0 Goods. 0-6-0 Goods. 
Cylinders ... 
Wheels ... 4' 6" dia. j '  I "  ciia. 
Working pies- 
sure lbs. per 
20" dia. x 26'' stroke. 18" dia. x 26" stroke. 
sq. in. I80 I80 
T. C. Q. T. C. Q 
Weight in working order- 
Engine ... ... " '  53 ' 5  3 42 3 0 
Tender ... I . .  ... 42 o o 26 2 2 
68 5 2 Total ... ... ..' 35 ' 5  3 -- 
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.Adhesion at 2 0  per cent. of weight 
on drivers ... . . .  ... 24,097lbs. 18,882lbs. 
.Ratio of cylinder volume to total 
heating surface cubic in. to 
sq. ft. .. ... ... ... 4.06 to I 5.4 to I 
ENGINE P O W E R .  
~ T A F . T I N G  EFFoRT.-There is no fixed rule a s  regards 
Deduced from first principles :- 
Work done a t  tread of wheel=work done by steam on 
the pressure factor in the well-known formula :- 
,piston. 
r 
2 ~ 7 T = 2  x (D2 x - x P x 2s) 
4 
D2 x r  x P x 2s 
4 x 2AT 
T = P X  --- 
D 2 x P x S  D ' x P x S  
T= o r  (for 2-cylinder simple engines). 
2 T  W 
'r=Tractive effort. 
D=Diameter of cylinder in inches. 
S=Stroke  of piston in inches. 
€'=Mean effective pressure, Ibs. per sq. in. 
W=Diameter  of driving wheel in inches. 
Recently the relation that P bears to boiler pressure 
has been debated upon by leading locomotive engineers, 
but the Author has no knowledge of an! definite figure. 
Some authorities give P a s  low as 75 per cent., others as 
high as 85 per cent., of the boiler pressure ; the Author has 
investigated a number of indicator diagrams, and finds 82 
per cent. to be a safe figure for calculating the maximum 
available tractive effort. A recognised standard for P ought 
to he brought into force. Based on 82 per cent. of boiler 
prcqsure, the maximum tractive effort of the two engines 
under consideration is 28,426 and 20,3831bs. respectively. 
which contribute to decrease in mean effective pressure a s  
speed increases a re  :- 
CYLINDFK hrE4h. EFFECTIVE PRESSURE.-The factors 
(a) Reduction in the period.of opening of steam port. 
(b) Reduction in the. period of opening of exhaust port ; 
this duration of opening is greater with long than 
short valve travel. 
(c) Enhanced compression. 
( d )  Increased steam flow ; a particular influencing factor. 
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Fig. I shows three mean effective pressure curves, 
The L and Y curve has been plotted from a large number 
of indicator diagrams taken on the 0-8-0 engine. 
The cross sectional areas of the pipes and passages of 
this engine are  :- 
Regulator ports ... ... .._ 23 sq. in. 
Main steam pipe in boiler . . . ... 28.27 ,, 
Steam pipe in smokebox ... ... ‘9.635 9 ,  
Steam port ... ... ... ... 25.022 ,, 
Exhaust port . . . ... ... 63.063 ,, 
Ratio of steam port to cylinder ... I to 12.55 
Referring to  the curves, at starting the L and Y pressure 
is higher than the American, but lower than Cole’s. Cole’s 
curve, however, begins to  fall immediately after starting, 
whereas the American pressure is  maintained up to  a piston 
speed of 220  feet p r  minute. The L and Y tests proved 
that the maximum pressure could only be maintained up to 
a speed of 130ft. per minute ; between the speeds of 300 and 
gooft. per minute, the L and Y curvh practically falls between 
the American and Cole’s, after which the three curves merge 
into one. 
RESISTANCE.-Engine, tender and train resistance, apart  
from grade, curve, and wind resistance, comprises two 
components :- 
( I )  Engine resistance (internal resistance) of the 
(2) Train resistance (vehicles comprising the train), the 
ENGIXE ResIsTmcE.-Engine or internal resistance is- 
machinery plus resistance as a vehicle. 
tender being regarded as a vehicle. 
the sum of the frictional resistance of :- 
Pistons and piston rods. 
Crosshead slides. 
Connecting and coupling rod bearings. 
Driving axlebox bearings. 
Valves and valve rods. 
Valve motions. 
Considered by some authorities, internal resistance is 
constant for all speeds, by others, that  indicated tractive 
power influences it. Probably i t  is somewhere between the 
two assumptions, and increases with the number of wheels. 
Starting resistance is much higher thaa when running at 
low speeds. The efficiency of the two engines mentioned 
above was found to be 95.0 and 96.5 per cent. respectively, 
giving an interna: resistance of z3lbs. per ton for the 0-8-0 
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engine, and 161lbs. per LOU for the 0-6-0 engine, at starting. 
The internal resistance curv’s for various speeds a r e  shown 
by Fig. 2. 
TF>IA I < E ~ T S T  ncF.-The components of train resistance 
a re  :--Journal resistance, rolling resistance, wind resistance, 
and miscc llaneous resistancct (resistance due to oscillation 
and wheel flange friction). 
The largest percentage of wagon train resistance is due 
to journal friction ; this resistance, however, varies with the 
character and application of the lubricant, the condition and  
composition of the metals in contact, and the bearing 
pressure per unit of area. Co.eflicient of friction is more 
than doubled b) the use of mineral grease lubricant, when 
compared with sperm oil, and the oil bath is a much superior 
method of lubrication than the syphon and pad. The claims 
of anti-friction metals to reduce bearing friction a re  
numerous. The unit of pressure is of great importance, 
for if this is excessive the lubricant is unable to find its 
way between the contact surfaces, and imperfect lubrication 
is the result. A very useful and valuable paper might be 
compiled on lubrication of locomotive journals. 
Rolling resistance is small, also air resistance a t  low 
speeds, but at high speeds it is of great importance. To 
estimate for wind resistance, as .distinct from air resistance, 
is almost impracticable, nor can miscellaneous resistance be 
determined. Many experiments have been conducted, and  
theories put forward, in order to discover a satisfactory 
qolution of the problem, but no two iniestigators are agreed. 
Experiments seem to prove that head air resistance increases 
with the square of the velocity, but the exact constant 
depends on the area, shape, and general design of the front 
end. Side winds set up wheel flange friction on the leeward 
side, and  cause a greater resistance than head winds. 
Miscellaneous resistancc cannot he determined, but Sir  
John Al. F. Aspinall, in his Paper on “ Train Resistance,” 
read before the Institution of Civil Engineers, November 
26th, 1901, page 31, points out that  flange friction, 
oscillation, concussion, etc., are responsible for about 50 
per cent. of the total resistance of the train a t  80 miles per 
hour. 
From these remarks it will be gathered how numerous 
and complex are  thP components making up train resistanoe, 
and, therefore, i n  order to avoid complications when 
estimating train loads, it is preferable .to employ a general 
equation which expresses the resultant of all the components 
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as some function of the speed. 
t h e  of D. K. Clarke :- 
V2 
R=- + 8  
'71 
V 2  
K 1 = - + 6  
240 
where R equals resistance (lbs. per ton) of engine, tender 
and train, and R ,  resistance of train only, the resultants 
increased one half for strong side and head winds in com- 
bination with curves under one mile radius. 
All the features in the above two equations, excepting 
speed, are constant, but any equation which does not include 
a factor for the weight of the vehicle is incomplete, as wagons 
of low capacity offer a greater resistance than high capacity 
wagons, and so the Author prefers to use a formula which 
includes the gross weight of the vehicle. 
Fig. 3 shows traction resistance, equations and 
curves of iour authorities, Wellington, Chanute, Harding, 
and Fry. Each equation embodies speed and weight, 
but Harding, in addition, employs a factor for the 
area of the front end. A resistance curve based on actual 
tests is also shown, and this somewhat follows the curve 
of Lawford Fry. As Fry's curve is based on modern stock, 
and probably on numerous investigations and experiments, 
the Author has employed it in investigating and estimating 
train loads. 
GRADE RESIsTANcE.-Grade resistance is the one factor 
susceptible to accurate calculation. In  ascending a grade 
the resistance is increased due to gravity, and can be 
determined thus :-Suppose the grade is Ift. per mile, o r  Ift. 
in 5,280, then the pull necessary to lift I ton, or 2,240lbs. 
will .be 
The earliest equations a re  
2,240 
-- - 0.4240lb. 
5,280 
2,240 
therefore resistance to gravity becomes 
=Ibs. per ton 
rate of grade 
The resistance fa- various grades is shown by Fig. 4. 
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CURVE RESISTANCE.-curve resistance, which increases 
inversely to the radius, is a n  uncertain quantity, but the 
American Master Mechanics' Association recommends 
0.7lbs. per ton degree of curvature for trains, and 1.4lbs. 
per ton for locomotives. The degree of curvature is found 
approximately by dividing the radius in feet into 5,730, thus 
5,730 
660 
a curve of 10 chain radius is - =8.68 degrees. Further 
explanation of the degree of curvature will be found in 
Molesworth's Pocket Book-Railway Curves, American 
Practice. The  resistance for various curves is graphically 
shown by Fig. 5. 
Based on the foregoing data, the load curves shown by 
Figs. 6.4, 6B,  7A, and 7B, have been plotted. Figs. 6 A  and  
6B indicate loads the two locomotives can start on various 
grades, on a straight track, and on curves of 6, 8 and 10 
chain radius. The loadings for speeds of 15,  20 and ' 5  
miles per hour are shown by Figs. 7~ and 7B, these being 
the speeds adopted in rating L and Y locomotives. The  
loads are arrived at  in the following manner. 
Example 0-8-0 engine hauling on an  up  grade of I in 
1 0 0  at 15  miles per hour. 
Weight of engine ... ... ... 53.75 tons 
Weight of tender ... ... ... 42.00 ,, 
Total . . . . .  ' ' _  95.75 9 ,  - 
Piston speed=405 feet per minute. 
Mean effective pressure, Fig. I ,  54 per cent. 
2ox  z o x  26x  18ox 54 
Tractive effort = = 18,720lbs. 
54x100  
Internal resistance of engine=18lbs. per ton, Fig. 2 .  
Absorbed by engine 53.75 x 18=9671bs. 
Available tractive force for hauling engine, tender and 
'Train resistance = I 3. Slhs. 
Grade resistance =-= 22.4lbs. 
Effort absorbed by engine, tender (as a vehicle) 
train= 18,720 - 967 = 17,7531bs. Fig. 3. 
2,240 
I 0 0  
=95.75 x ( 1 3 4  z3~4)=3,377'~5* 
1727.53 3,437 
13.5 22.4 
Load hauled behind drawbar = = 399 tons. 
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The following is a comparative table showing the 
theoretical loads hauled a t  15, 2 0  and 25 miles per hour, by 
the two engines on various grades, based on the suggested 
formulae of this P.aper, and compared with the Lancashire 
and Yorkshire Railway classified loadings :- 
At I S  miles per hour. 
0-8-0 Type. 0-6-0 Type 
IJP Classi- Theore- Classi- Theore- 
grade. fied. tical. fied. tical. 
Locality. 
Leaving Manchester, 
Rochdale direction. I in 65 330 274 2 2 0  22.i 
Leaving Bolton, 
Blackburndirection. I in 7 2  440 302 280 247 
Up Hoghton Bank. I in 100 580 399 360 324 
At 20 miles p e r  hour. 
Rochdale direction. I in 65 280 199 170 I73 
Blackburndirection. I in  72 370 219 250 191 
Up Hoghton Bank. I in IOO 480 296 330 252 
At 25 miles per hour. 
Rochdale direction. I in 65 220 I37 140 I37 
Leaving Mancliester, 
Leaving Bolton, 
Leaving Manchester, 
Leaving Bolton, 
Blackburndirection. I in 72 290 158 230 152 
Up Hoghton Bank. I in 100 280 215 280 203 
The I+-ton gross weight wagon is higher than the 
average goo,ds train-load running on British lines, which is 
about 8+ tons gross weight per wagon. The higher figure, 
however, was the average weight of the wagons comprisilng 
the trains on which the experiments were conducted. In 
estimating the trains' loads th'e closest co-operation and inter- 
change of views of both Traffic and Locomotive Departments 
is essential, a s  train resistance is a complex problem. I t  
cannot be estimated simply on the number of wagons, nor 
upon the loa.ds to be hauled, but it depends upon the number 
of wagons in which the weight is concentrated. The same 
weight of empties cannot be hauled as fully lcmdeld wagons. 
As the number of vehicles is a governing factor, it is  
important that the weight carried should be crowded in as 
few a number of wagons as  possible. Resistance per ton 
moved diminishes with the increased gross weight of vehicle. 
Tests carried out in America on three I'i-ton wagons, and 
one SI-ton wagon, showed that not only was there a saving 
in the dead weight hauled, but there was also a saving of 
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over 43 per cent. in the demand made on the engine when 
the weight was concentrated in the one wagon. 
Crowding the weight carried in as few wagons as 
possible is important, and the larger the wagon the better 
is the paying load. 
The employment of high capacity wagons has the 
following advantages :- 
Reduction in length of trains. 
More trains per section. 
Less siding accommodation. 
Less number of shunts. 
Less time occupied in each section. 
Having dealt with the cylinder powers, we will now 
proceed to a consideration of boiler power in relation to 
cylinder power. 
BOILER P O W E R .  
Locomotive boiler poner may be studied from several 
aspects. 
In the early days of locomotive construction, designers 
paid very little heed to boiler proportions, for so long as 
there was ample cylinder power, and sufficient adhesion, 
it was expected that the prime mover would be capable of 
performing its duties. 
With increasing weights of rolling stock, and higher 
speeds, the economical limits of the boiler became taxed, 
resulting in the locomotive running what is sometimes termed 
I t  then was realised that the boiler power 
was not sufficient, with the result that i t  began to  be 
increased in dimensions, but not in a rational manner, a s  but 
little information was available in regard to  correct pro- 
portions of grates and heating surfaces. 
The Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Co., in 1891, 
built twenty “ passenger ” engines of the 4-4-0 type; ten 
of these had 18in. cylinders, and ten Igin. cylinders; in all 
other respects they were identical. In service, however, 
the rgin. cylinder engines were not as successful as the 18in. 
class, owing to demand being greater than supply. The 
total heating surface of the boiler was 1,216 sq. ft. and the 
grate area 183 sq. ft. As a consequence, the cylinders were 
reduced to r8in. diameter. 
Again, the zq=z  type Radial Tank engines of this 
Company with r7frin. diameter cylinders, which have the 
same boiler capacity as the aforesaid passenger engines, are 
more efficient than identical Radial Tank engines fitted with 
I8in. cylinders. 
‘ out of breath.” 
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On the Midland Railway, the Igsin. diameter cylinders 
of Mr. Johnson's 4-2-2 passenger engines also had to  be 
reduced, as the boiler was found to be too small for the 
demand. These engines had a total boiler heating surface 
of 1,217 sq. ft. and a grate area of 24.5 sq. ft. 
Mr. Ivatt, when appointed the Chief Mechanical 
Engineer of the Great Northern Railway, considerably 
increased on several occasions the dimensions of the boilers 
of new engines that he built. 
In 1898, Sir John A. F. Aspinall made a radical 
departure in locomotive practice by building a .number of 
4-4-2 " Atlantic " type passenger engines with boilers having 
heating surfaces 70 per cent. in excess of those in .service 
a t  the time, and grate areas 38 per cent. greater. 
Mr. Hughes made a further advance in 1908 in the 
design of the 4-6-0 passenger engines, which had boilers 
with a heating surface 2 1  per cent. greater than the above 
' I  Atlantic " type. 
A few general remarks on boiler power, particulairly 
with reference to the two engines and practice a t  Horwich, 
may be of interest. 
Assuming that proportions are  correct, no locomotive 
in this country has failed to fulfil its requirements on the 
score of excessive boiler power, and i t  is a wise policy to  
make the boiler as large as axle loads and wheel diameters 
will permit. 
Boiler power is influenced by the quality of coal, rate of. 
combustion, rate of firing, heat absorbing efficiency, and 
loss due to radiation. 
Good coal has a calorific value of as high as 15,000 
B.T. U. 's per Ib., and poor coal as low as 10,000 B.T.U. 's. 
The calorific values and compositions of coals generally 
used by the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Company 
are as follow :- 
Percentage. 
Fixed "latile Ash. Total. Sulphur. B.T.U. Carbon. Matter. 
North Cawber ... 63.40 31.00 5.60 1 0 0  1.75 13,609 
Barnboro' ... 62.30 30.90 6.80 100 1.29 13,609 
Hemsworth ,,, 65.90 32-05  2.05 100 1.11 14,006 
Hickle ton ... 58.90 35.85 5.25 100 2 .10  13,621 
Houghton ... 64.40 31.65 3.95 100 1.59 14,034 
Hodroyd ... ... 56.65 35.50 7.85 100 3.01 13,403 
Park Hill ... ... 64.45 32.00 3.55 100 1.23 13,668 
Emley Moor ... 63.95 32.15 3.90 100 1.58 13,622 
Woolley ... ... 59.00 32.00 9-00 I 0 0  2.75 13,403 
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The different grades for a particular quality of coal 
adopted by the Baldwin Locomotive Company, a s  generally 
satisfactory (see " Locomotive Data "), are  a5 follow :- 
Coal mith less than 7.5 per cent. xolatile matter in 
the combustible, anthracite. 
Coal with 7.5 to r 2 . j  per cent. volatile matter in 
the combustible, semi-anthracite. 
Coal with 1 2 . 5  to 25 per cent. volatile matter in 
the comhustiblc, bituminous. 
Coal mith more than jo  per cent. volatile matter in 
the combustible, lignite. 
Anthracite coal contains a high percentage of fixed 
carbon, and a lon percentage of xolatile matter, and  i ts  
heating \ d u e  per 111. of combustible ranges from 14,600 to 
14,800 I3.T.U. 's. 
Iior the reason that anthracite burns slomly, and packs 
closelj together, a comparatix el4 large grate and a thinly 
spread fire a re  essential. Bituminous and semi-bituminous 
coals contain a high percentage of volatile matter, and ample 
firebox I olume is necessary for complete combustion. 
Lignite coal has a moody structure, and burns quickly, i ts  
heating ~ a l u e  is I o n ,  also it is low in fixed carbon, conse- 
quentlj a large grate is essential, a s  large quantities have 
to be dealt with. 
The rate of combustion is dependent on draught con- 
ditions. Experiments carried out on the Lancashire and 
Yorkshire Rai!way go  to show a vacuum of sin. of water 
in the smokebox, when running a t  a cut-off of 51 per cent., 
and 3in. with 39 per cent. 
Profes5or GOSS,  in 1900, announced a formula for 
relation bet\% een smokebox vacuum and rate of combustion 
as follows :-For bituminous coal, the draught=o.o37 x lbs. 
of coal burnt per sq. ft. of grate surlace per hour. 
Assuming a coal consumption of Ioolbs. per sq. ft. of 
grate surface, which is an average figure for goods train 
haulage, we ge t  0.037 x 1oo=3.7 inches of water at the 
smokebox, and with sin. of vacuum, the rate of combustion 
becomes --== 1351bs. of coal consumed per sq. f t .  of grate 
5 
0.037 
surface per hour, which is about a n  extreme economical 
limit. 
I t  is possible, however, to maintain a maximum hourly 
rate of combustion of zoolbs. per sq. ft. of grate area, but 
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evaporation diminishes with increasing rates of combustion, 
a s  the following extract from A. E. Johnson’s article on 
“ A Consideration of Express Locomotive Design ” 
(“ Engineer,” August zgth, 1913) indicates :- 
Lhs. of coal 
per sq. ft. of 
g r a t e  p e r  
hour. 
200 
I80 
I 60 
‘40 
I 2 0  
I00  
80 
60 
Lhs. of water evapo- 
rated from and at 
2 ~ 2 ~ 1 ~ .  per lb. of 
c0:1l. 
6. I 
6.3 
6.5 
6.8 
7.1 
7.5 
8. I 
9.0 
The proportion of grate to heating surface is one of 
importance, and a good ratio is about I to 65, but it is 
impossible to attain thiS in large boilers with narrow fire- 
boxes without resorting to an  extremely long box, which is 
objectionable, a s  it taxes the endurance of the fireman. 
.A Ioft. long firebox is about the maximum for con- 
venience of firing, giving a grate area of 31.5 sq. ft. with 
water spaces of 22in. 
The ratios of grate to heating surface of the two engines 
under consideration are :- 
0-8-0 0-6-0 
I to 78,z I to 64.8 
The air openings between the grate bars is also 
important a s  influencing steaming qualities. Information 
is wanted on this point. 
The first engines constructed at Horwich had *in. 
openings between the grate bars, equal to 25 per cent. of 
the grate area, giving a proportion of air space to total 
heating surface of I to 313 for the 0-8-0 engine, and I to 260 
for the 0-6-0 class. The steaming under this condition was 
unsatisfactory, and therefore the proportion was increased to 
33 per cent., with beneficial results. The air openings a re  
now I to 237, and I to 197, respectively. 
The air space through the tubes of the 0-8-0 engine is 
4.15 sq. f t . ,  and of the 0-6-0 engine 2.7 sq. f t . ,  giving ratios 
of tube air space to grate air space of I to 2.07 and  I to 2.3 
re spec tively . 
TUBE SrAcING.-Tendency of late has been to increase 
the spaces between the tubes, and to give a greater distance 
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between the tube and barrel of the boiler. The distance 
between the tubes of the first lot of engines built at Horwich 
was $"in., later this mas increased to +Bin., then to $bin., 
and latterly to :gin. The less number of tubes has not been 
detrimental to the steaming qualities of the engines. 
LENGTH OF rhnes.-'rhe distance between .tube plates 
of the 0-8-0 engine is I j f t . ,  and of the 0-6-0 engine roft. 
$$in., the external diameters of the tubes being zin. and 
Ifin., giving ratios of diameter to length of go and 74 
re spec t ivel y . 
In order to determine the most economical tube length 
some 25 years ago, M. Henri, of the Paris, Lyons and 
hlediterranexn Railway, carried out a number of tests, and 
found that with a gin. vacuum the best length appeared to 
be about 14ft. Some of Henri's experiments were conducted 
on two goods engines, each having a grate area of 25.5 sq. f t .  
One had a heating surface of 1,601 sq. f t . ,  and the other 
1,756 sq. ft. In the first there were 247 tubes I,7,in. external 
diameter, the other 307 tubes I&in. external diameter, both 
being 14ft. long. The investigator was of the opinion that the 
larger tubes should be preferred. The  diameter to length 
ratio of the larger tube was I to 99. The  vacuum of gin. 
would appear low as compared with that generally obtained 
now, and with higher vacuums equally good results could 
be obtained with longer tubes. There would seem to be a 
good opportunity here for experiment in order to determine 
the important question of tube length. 
FIREBOX WATER SI>AcEs.-The fireboxes of the original 
Lancashire and Yorkshire engines had ahin. water spaces, 
but in 1904 Mr. George Hughes increased this to 4in., and 
all new boilers have the wider water space. The  increased 
spaces have resulted in a higher mileage and fewer repairs. 
PITCHING 012 STIius.-The general practice has been to 
pitch the stays 4in. apart, each Iin. diameter stay supporting 
16 sq. in. Recently the stress in each stay has been reduced, 
the supporting area now being 13.14 sq. in., giving a stress 
of 1.05 tons per sq. in. 
generally accepted rule for the measurement of heating 
surface. I t  is the usual practice in this country to calculate 
it on the water side, but the Continental practice is to 
express the measurement based on surfaces in contact with 
the hot gases. 
The heating efficiency of the firebox i s  considerably 
higher than tube efficiency, and  tube efficiency is greater at 
MEASUREMFhT OF f IEATING SURFACE.-There i s  no  
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the firebox than a t  the smokebox end, yet the values are  
always expressed as one. 
The evaporation values of different portions of the 
heating surface mas experimented with on the Northern 
Railway of France in 1874 (see " Locomotive Diary "). 
The boiler on which the experiments were conducted had a 
firebox heating surface of 60.28 sq. ft., and a tube surface 
of 732.1 sq. ft., giving a total heating surface of 792.43 
For the purpose of the above tests the tubes, 12ft. gin. 
long, were compartmented in five sections, four of which 
were gft., and one gin., the latter being included in the 
firebox surface. 
Below is a table of the results obtained :- 
sq. ft. 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
box tion tion. tion. tion. 
Surface. Fire- sec- sec- sec- sec- Total 
Water evaporated in lbs 
Water evaporated per scc- 
Per cent of total evapo- 
per sq f t .  per hour. 369 1144 572 3 5 2  2.31 8 9  
tion, Ibs per hour 2820 2047 1024 630 414 6935 
ration per section 40 30 15 9 0 100 
This experiment is interesting as it indicates the rapidity 
with which the efficiencv of the tube decreases towards the 
smokebox end, the last compartment recording only 6 per 
cent. The Author finds in plotting the curve of percentages 
that the eyapurative xalue of the tube has entirely dis- 
appeared at  the length of 15ft. from the firebox end ;  it 
must be noted, however, that the rate of combustion is not 
high. Assuming a ratio of I to 6s grate to  heating surface 
the rate of combustion is 
6935 x 65 
8.9 x 792.4 
-__- = 6glbs. per sq. ft. of grate surface per hour. 
SMoKEBoxes.-'rhe economical rate of combustion 
largely depends on the design and proportion of the smoke- 
box, and position of the blast nozzle relative to chimney 
and tubes. In the original design of the 0-8-0 class, the 
chimney with IzBin. diameter choke, had an extension which 
penetrated the smokebox Isin. ; the extension carried a hood. 
In combination with this a short blast pipe m a s  employed. 
Later, the chimney was replaced by one of 16in. diameter, 
with a 2in. extension only; the hood was discarded, and a 
longer blast pipe used. This alteration resulted in the 
employment of a 52in. diameter nozzle, as  compared with a 
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sin. previously used, without any detrimental effects as 
regards steaming. 
LONG VERSUS SHORT SMOKEB0XES.-Mr. George 
Hughes,  in his Paper, " Locomotives Designed and  Bu_ilt 
at Horwich," remarks as follows :- 
" Investigations tend to  prove that the extended 
smokebox serves as  a reservoir, thus assisting the main- 
tenance of draught between each exhaust, and  so 
modifying the intermittent character of the blast." 
Having in a general way dealt with boiler practice, we 
will now proceed to a congideration a s  to whether the boilers 
of the two engines referred to are capable of supplying the  
necessary steam for their respective cylinders, based on a n  
assumed rate of combustion. 
The  leading particulars of the boilers a re  given in the 
following table :- 
0-8-0 0.6-0 
Mean diameter of barrel . . . . . . . . . . . .  4ft. loin. 4It. zin. 
Length between tube plates . . . . . . . . .  I j f t .  oin. ioft.g#in 
Length outside fire-box . . . . . . . . . . . .  8it. tin. 6ft. oin. 
Type of fire-box . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  Bclpaire. Kound 
Number of tubes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
External diameter of tubes . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Heating surface of fire-box, ditto . . . . . . . . .  
Total heating surface ditto . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Grate area . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Steam capacity, cu.ft. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Water capacity, gals. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Ratio of total heating surface to gallons of water 
Heating surface of tubes in sq. f t .  (water side) ... 
Ratio of tube air space to grate air space 
Ratio of fire-box heating surface to grate area ... 
Ratio of total heaticg surface to grate area 
Tube heating surface to grate area 
Fire-box volume. cu. ft. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
... 
... . . . . . .  
230 
1.877 
21n. 
161.6 
2,038.6 
26.05 
1,200 
1.7 to I 
I to 2.07 
6.2 to I 
78.2 to I 
74 (0 I 
144.25 
76 
top. 
lain. 
1,108.73 
107.68 
1,216.41 
18.75 
43 
7 40 
1.0 to r 
I to 2.3 
5.74 to I 
64.9 to I 
59 to I 
99.5 
220 
RATE OF CoMnusTiox.-According to  A. E. Johnson, 
the average rate of combustion for British express work in 
heavy service is about Ioolhs. per sq. ft. of grate surface 
per hour, with a maximum of 16olbs. for a n  engine having 
6ft. 6in. driving wheels, and  cylinders Igin. x 26in., when 
running a t  54 miles per hour. 
54 x 5,280 x 2 . 1 6 6  x 2 
60 x 6.5 x 3.1416 
- = I ,095ft. 
Assuming a mean economical coal .burning rate of 13olbs. 
per sq. ft. of gra te  surface per hour, for a piston speed of 
1,oooft. per minute, the curve indicated by the full line, 
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Plate V I . ,  Fig. 8, has been drawn. The Author has no 
definite information regarding rates of combustion for 
various speeds, but he suggests that they follow somewhat 
the powers developed in the cylinders, and on that assump- 
tion a characteristic curve of an indicated horse-power curve 
has been plotted. 
Referring to this curve, it will be observed that the 
rate of combustion for a 3ooft. piston speed is 681bs., for a 
fjooft., Io8lbs. ; and for a ~,cmoft. piston speed, is 13olbs. per 
sq. ft. of grate surface per hour. The curves represented 
by dotted lines, Fig. 8, indicate the coal burnt per hour 
by the two respective engines. 
Fig 9 shows the rates of combustion per sq. ft.  
of heating. surface per hour, and corresponding rates 
of evaporation at and from 212' F. Total evaporation 
=rate of combustion per sq. ft. of heating surface x heating 
surface x rate of evaporation. In  the tables, Plate X., the 
rates of evaporation are  based on a temperature of 100' F., 
which is probably the average temperature of the delivery 
water from the iniectors. 
The curve shown in Fig. 10 represents Ibs. of 
steam consumed per indicated hourse power hour for 
various piston speeds, based on a large number of 
indicator diagrams taken on the Lancashire and York- 
shire Railway. The total I.H.P. the boiler will main- 
Rate of evaporation 
Ihs. of steam per I.H.P. hour. 
tain = 
Figs. I I A  and I I B  are comparative curves of indicated 
horse power the boilers are capable of maintaining, and 
indicated horse power developed in the cylinders. 
The tables A and B are  summaries of particulars from 
which the various curves have been plotted. Referring to 
Figs. I I A  and I IB, it will be noted that the cylinder powers 
are  in excess of boiler powers; this is particularly pro- 
nounced in the case of the 0-6-0 engine, and it would appaar 
from these results that the boilers are working at higher 
rates of combustion than those indicated by Fig. 8. 
CoNcLusroN.--l'he Paper is an endeavour, however 
imperfect and full of shortcomings, t o  bring about by 
discussion and interchange of opinions some generally 
accepted rules for estimating train loads. 
Tractive effort, train resistance and boiler proportions 
are complex problems upon which much doubt exists as to 
exact values. 
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Measurement of heating surface as at present expressed 
is unsatisfactory for comparison. 
Correct proportions of gra te  and tube a i r  spaces, efficient 
tube length, spacing of tubes, smokebox capacity, location 
of blast pipe, design of nozzle, chimney proportions, a r e  
further problems which require solving by research and  
experiment. 
There is the need in this country for a plant where loco- 
motive laboratory tests could be mnducted, and  this need 
has  the sympathy of the Author’s Chief, Mr. George Hughes,  
Chief Mechanical Engineer of the Lancashire and Yorkshire 
Railway. 
The  National Laboratory at Teddington is somewhat 
removed from the locomotive industry, and Manchester being 
an  important locomotive building centre, the Author is of 
opinion that this city is excellently situated for the instal- 
lation of a locomotive testing plant. Much valuable work has 
been done on the Purdue testing plant in America, and  many 
problems investigated relating to locomotive performance. 
The  da ta  presented is not in any way conclusive, and 
the Author is conscious of this, but t h e  actual loads hauled 
at the various speeds by the two engines confirm somewhat 
the reliability of the suggested formulae. 
As before stated, the Paper only deals with saturated 
steam locomotives; there is much information wanted in 
respect of locomotiyes using superheated steam. 
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PARTICULARS FROM WHICH THE VARIOUS CURVES HAVE BEEN PLOTTED. 
TABLE A. 
--- 
Piston speed 
Ft. per 
Minute. - 
‘ 6  
300 
400 
500 
600 
700 
800 
900 
1000 
Ooal burned 
p“ wt of gram per squarefoot 
SnrEaca per ofheatieisnr- . Heating 
hour. face per hour. surface. 
square Coal burned 
lbs. Ibs. muan, f-t. 
68 37 2038.6 
A ”  0-8-0 TYPE ENGINE. 
87 1.112 ? 1  
1.254 1 9  
1.382 
98 
I08 7 
117 1.496 11 
I22 1.560 11 
127 1.622 ? I  
130 1.661 7 1  
Waterevapordtion at 
100OF. per 
n namioot 
Total Sheating 
Coal burned nurface per Water evapor- 
per hour. hour. ated per how, 
Ibs. Ibs. Ibs. 
(RATIO OF GRATE TO HEATING 
‘771 8.35 14790 
2266 7.8j  17800 
2553 7.45 I 9020 
2813 7.10 19980 
3047 6.85 20880 
3178 6.68 21220 
3308 6.55 21670 
3368 6.50 22100 
Steam 
conGpt ion  
I.H.$~L. ~0i ler  will 
Ibs. Maintain. 
1.H.P. 
SURFACE I TO 78.2.) 
27.35 540 
26.00 685 
25.25 754 
2 5.00 799 
26.00 817 
27-35 792 
30.00 734 
25.25 827 
.___ 
TABLE B. 
“ B ”  0-6-0 TYPE ENGINE. (RATIO OF GRATE TO HEATING SURFACE I TO 64.86.) 
200 50 ,770 1216.46 937 8.75 a200 30.00 273 
68 1.049 I 7  ‘295 7.75 I 0040 27.35 367 
1.342 1631 7.25 11830 26.00 450 
1.512 9 1  1837 6.75 12400 25.25 491 
400 87 
I .664 2025 6.50 13160 25.00 527 
500 98 
700 “7 I .802 , I  2193 6.25 13710 25.25 543 
8 30 I22 1.880 11 2289 6.10 13960 26.00 537 
127 1-99 11 2381 5-95 14170 27.35 5’8 
I000 130 2.002 ( 1  2435 5.85 14240 30.00 475 
300 
600 I 08 
900 
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V 2  FORMULAE WELLING 70N R =  498+ 0.0056 V 2 + 0 * + 6 ~  
CHANLJTE R =  56 +0.008 Vz+ 0.3% 
0.0025 V2 A 
06+ZV 
ffARO/NG I?= 6+3+ W 
LRWFORD FRY 
WHERE R * R€S/STR/VCE TO TRACT/ON /N LBS PER TON 
v - V€LOC/TY /N M/L€S PER HOUR 
W = W€/CUT OFCAAR/AGES / N  T O N S  
A = AREA Of FRONT I f f  59 FT. 
R = /-5-t !-+ O.OO/ Vz 
FIG.  3. 
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R€S/ST/JffCE DUE T O  C U R V E  
4 5  6 7 8 9 /O // 
RRDfuS OF CURVE - CHAfffS 
FIG. 5. 
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L OAOS(/O*S CROSS TO#S WACON STOCK) 
HAULED AT IS. 20 & 25 M.f? H. 
'8 '  0-6-0 TYPE COO05 ENC/NE 
-1N€/1N10309050 60 W 80 ~ / # / / 0 / t o / 3 0 / 9 0 / 5 0 1 6 0 / ~ / 8 0 l J l o ~ 0  
GRADE 
N C .  7. B. 
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DISCUSSION. 
The Chairman: I have been greatly interested in the  
very excellent Paper dealing with a subject as contentious 
a s  any I know. I think that the indebtedness of this 
meeting is due to  Mr. Gass for the pains he has taken to 
prepare the Paper, which is one that lends itself t o  discus- 
sion from all points of xiew of a locomotile man, for if he  
does not know anj th ing  about train resistance he  knows 
something in respect to proportions of boilers and c;, linders 
and many other things that Mr. Gass has touched upon. I 
now moLe that the best thanks of this meeting be g-iken to 
Mr. Gass for the l e r y  excellent Paper he has presented to 
this meeting and I ask you to record >our  appreciation in 
the usual manner. 
I ha\ e already remarked, the Author has touched 
upon a very contentious subject, and I say this for the 
reason that there a re  so many ~ a r i a b l e  conditions which 
h a l e  to be dealt with in considering the rating of locomo- 
tiles. From experience, I h a \ e  found that the more experi- 
ments one carries out the more are these tantalising 1 arying 
conditions realised; in fact, I g o  so Iar as to sa? that it is 
almost impossible to repeat an experiment under actually 
the same conditions. In going out u i th  a IocomotiTe and 
train, certain results are obtained ; an alteration is made 
to the engine, after which one ma! h a l e  to wait weeks 
before the same weather condition? arise as obtained on 
the first trial and it ma! be that some of the other xariables 
ha\ e altered. 
Ll'ith regard to the establishing of definite formula for 
train resistance, in my opinion, the conditions met with i n  
the operation of railu;i\ trains are so iariable that it is 
practically impossible to establish more than a general 
equation. TO establish el en general f o r m u k  for train 
resistance requires a commendable amount of patience, un- 
limited time and hard work to accomplish. One method of 
ascertaininz train reyistance, 'i\ hich n a s  put into operation 
some \ ea r s  ago, w a s  to turn the engine into its own 
dynamometer. To do this, after the xalxes had been most 
carefully set, both sides absolutely s j  nchronised, indicator 
diagrams were taken from the engine under T arious working 
conditions, from a few miles per hour up to the maximum 
speed. The  points of cut-off, the boiler pressure, position 
of steam regulator and t l irectio~~ and force of wind were 
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carefully recorded and  by these means a char t  mas produced 
f rom which it xas  possible t o  plot a continuous horse-power 
curie for  the  engine. So fa r  as the  particular company’s  
passenger  stock, a t  an! ra te ,  was concerned, it w a s  
found that  from 2 0  1n.p.h. u p u a r d s  the resistance on  the  
Ie\ el of the engine and train combined approximated closelq 
t 0 
V 2  
2 5 0  
l?=3+- 
Eben in put t ing this formula foruard ,  I a m  particular 
to make  the  w m e  rescr la t ion as SIr. Gass  t h a t  the  equation 
must not be looked upon as final and  probably mould not  be  
applicable t o  the stock of all ra i lwajs .  \t speeds less than 
20 n1.p.h. it i s  Iery difficult to obtain anq reliable d a t a  for  
train resistance, bu t  I n ill describe brietl! more experiments 
n h i c h  were conducted t o  ascertain this, and hope t o  hear  
some day t h a t  it h a s  been considerabl\ improxetl upon. .4 
special piece of t rack n a s  selected and marked off ; the  
engine Mas star ted some distance from a point marked “ A , ”  
uhere a n  elertric contact n a s  fixed; other  contacts  were 
fixed a t  “ U , ”  “ C ” a n d  ‘‘ 11,” the distance between each 
of the  points being exactl! the same. Pass ing  through each 
section, indicator d iagrams were taken,  the  boiler pressure, 
points of cut-off, position of regulator and  time taken to 
pass  from point t o  point were carefully recorded. T h e  t ra in  
in these test.; consisted of 1o:tded tenders, and it should be  
noted tha t  the road 11 a s  absolutelq s t ra ight  and practically 
le\ el, the  s m d l  difterence from actual le\ el being allowed 
for  in the  subsequent calculations. I t  uras found,  using the 
following formula :- 
375 h * p *  
R=- 
that at 11.29 m.p.h. the  resistance for engine and  train w a s  
14.61bs. per ton,  where:- 
R = resistance in lbs. per ton for  g r o s s  m o l  ing  weight 
on lexel. 
W.V. 
. TV = weight  of t ra in ,  including engine and tender. 
V = indicatecl horse-power. 
I have made these few remarks  t o  emphasise n h a t  the  
. iuthor  h a s  pointed out \ e r ?  conclusixel! a t  the  end of the  
Paper ,  that  the  drawing up of an)  absolute formula for  train 
resistance, under the  man)  1 arq ing  conditions met with, is 
a lmost  a n  impossible task.  I t  is well known tha t  it is possi- 
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ble t o  marshal  a long  g o o d s  train in such a way tha t  it will 
t a k e  less pulling by one method than by another. I t  will 
be found t h a t  by placing the  heaviest wagons  next  the 
engine,  t h e  train is easier t o  haul  than when the  heaLier 
wagons  a r e  placed a t  the  tail end,  tha t  is of course tak ing  
in to  consideration tha t  our  railways a r e  not  s t ra ight .  There  
i s  one question I would like t o  ask the  Author. He states  
that  the  internal resistance of the  0-6-0 type engine equals 
10;llbs. per ton,  whereas t h a t  of the 0-8-0 type is 23lbs. per 
ion. 'To what  does he at t r ibute  the  difference? I d o  not 
propose t o  take  u p  any  more of your t ime a n d  now call upon 
t h e  meet ing t o  discuss the  Paper ,  and  I a m  sure  tha t  the  
.\uthor will be only too pleased t o  answer a n y  questions. 
Mr. Ernest F. Lang (Gorton Foundry)  : I h a \ e  listened 
ti) the  Paper  with very g r e a t  interest and  think it a most 
\ ;ilu;ible contribution. As a n  opening contribution I can  
imagine  n o  paper better fulfilling i t s  purpose, as it em- 
braces  so many of the  problems relating to locomotive 
construction. 
T h e  Paper  apparently only deals with single expansion 
locomotives us ing  saturated s team, a n d  one  therefore has t o  
remember t h a t  all formulae based on  those conditions a r e  
a l tered in the  case o f  compound locomotives, and  fur ther ,  
when the  s team is superheated the  factors  again become 
changed .  T h u s  we may hope that  t h e  Author will develop 
his subject fur ther  in future  valuable papers. 
T h e  suggest ion tha t  hlanchester is a fitting centre  for 
a locomotive tes t ing plant is  a n  admirable one,  and I a m  
qui te  sure  tha t  some day the proposal will be carried out. 
T h e  Purdue  experimental plant in America h a s  won the  
attention of engineers all o \ e r  the  world, and  surely in this 
g r e a t  and  wealthy country of ours ,  the  seat  and  origin of 
locomotive development, it is not too much t o  a s k  for funds  
for  the installation of a locomoti\e tes t ing plant, and our  
o\vn municipal Education Committee might  well fa ther  t h e  
scheme. I a m  sure the  results obtained from experiments 
o n  such a plant would be  far-reaching, a n d  important  im- 
pro\  ements  in locomotive construction would follow. 
O n e  minor advantage  that  a n  experimental plant could 
g i \ e ,  but  which h a s  not yet been tried, h a s  been called t o  
my mind by Mr. Smi th ' s  remark  as t o  the  effects of weather. 
An increase in the  moisture of the  air  h a s  more effect on 
combustion than is  often imagined. Some years  ago hfr. 
Gayley, experimenting a t  P i t t sburgh ,  astonished the  whole 
world of iron manufacture by showing tha t  it would pay t o  
CYLISDER A S D  BOILER POWER-GASS. 
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dry the air  supplied to a blast furnace by passing the same 
through a refrigerator, all moisture thus being precipitated. 
The inclusion of a small dry-blast apparatus in a loco- 
motive testing plant would enable one to reproduce any 
desired atmospheric condition. Many of you will probably 
have noticed how much brighter combustion is on a clear 
llight when a large amount of the moisture in the air has 
been deposited in the form of dew. 
As regards wind resistance, advantages have been 
claimed for a pointed smokebox door at the higher speeds 
on some Continental railways; here again the effect of shape 
could be tested by models exposed to the effect of air cur- 
rents of varying velocity. The motorist, although well 
favoured in respect of horse-power, does not disdain the 
advantage of having a “ streamline ” body on his car. 
Special thanks are due to the Author for the great care 
and trouble which he must have taken in preparing the many 
diagrams which co-ordinate and compare a vast amount of 
valuable information for the purpose of his Paper ; they will 
be studied with great interest. 
Before concluding these few remarks, I would like t o  
refer to the account given in the “ Engineer ” of aIs t  March, 
1919, of M. Herdner’s presidential address before the 
French Society of Civil Engineers. M. Herdner is a railway 
man and he reviews the history of the express engine in 
France since the year 1878, and the operation in service of 
single and compound locomotives under saturated and super- 
heated conditions. 
Technical history has been hitherto somewhat neglected, 
although, a s  shown by the writings of Gairns and Ahrons, 
among others, locomotive history is extraordinarily in- 
teresting, and it is to be hoped that this subject will also 
prove a frequent theme for papers before the Institution. 
Mr. Rowland (G.C. Rly.) : With  reference to the curves 
shown in Fig. I ,  the reason for the maximum pressure being 
maintained up to a higher speed in the case of American 
engines is the longer valve travel and longer ports generally 
employed in that country. In this way an  improved opening 
is obtaided for the admission of steam and a higher initial 
pressure maintained up to a higher piston speed. T h e  
au thor  remarks that curve resistance is an uncertain quan- 
tity, but I find no difficulty in calculating curve resistance 
by the following method :-- 
RESISTAXCE ON CURVES. 
First.-That due to the different lengths of the inner 
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a n d  outer  rails caus ing  one  or both wheels of a pair t o  slip. 
Let  R be  t h e  mean radius  of the  curve. Let G = g a u g e .  
W = w e i g h t  on  a pair of nheels .  Then  the  difference be- 
tween the lengths  of the rails in a complete circle of rad ius  
R is:- 
- 211G 
2 ,  
( R y  12-G 
277 ----___ 
T h i s  must be  multiplied by the  weight on one wheel of the 
pair and b! ,I' t h e  coefficient of friction a t  \cry low speeds, 
since the  speed of slip is small, a n d  di t i t led by t h e  to ta l  
distance t ra \  elled by the \ ehicle, i . e . ,  
~ ~ 2 i i C :  x W ' 2  pUIG 
- I__ 
2nR 2R 
Second.-The second par t  is  that  due t o  the  vehicle 
making  a complete rotation as it passes  round ; I  circle of t h e  
radius R. In a four-wheeled Lehicle this is equal  t o  
W x  l x z l r x , ~ ~  in which IT' is the  weight  on each pair of 
wheels a n d  1 is the wheelbase, i . e . ,  it is equal t o  pr l l i l  in 
which W is the  total  weight of the  vehicle. I ) i \ ide by Z R R  
thc  length travelled b! the tehic'e during the rotation 
( ( : + I )  which is p TV 
2 R  2 It 
Morrison's formula. 
- y'cvl .  Adding these t n o  g i \ e s  - 
Assume ;1 third p i i r  of wheels at  half wheelbase with 
Then  the secontl par t  of the equal weights  on each pair. 
resistance beromes 
p l i '  2iTl 
which is  less than before, a s  the middle axle is radial to t h e  
curve. In this  case the total  resistance is 
p*I.T' / G  -- 
R t.2 :)' 
'I'hc maximum value for ,u is about  60011)s. per ton or 
approximately .z5. F o r  a four-wheeled \.ehiclc with 8ft. 
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wheelbase, g a u g e -  4ft. Q i n .  R = 5 chains  or  330ft. T h e  
resistance is ’3 (4.91h6t8) = _-- 3.2544 ton per ton or 
660 660 
= I I .o4slbs. per ton. 2240 x 3.2544 
660 
T h e  extra  resistance due t o  flange pressure is \cry 
small. T h e  total u o r k  done against  the a b o i e  resistance is 
evidentlj 27rR x I 1.045 ft.  lbs. per ton in going  round the  
complete circle and the  lateral force at  the  flanges is  there- 
fore 11.0+51bs. per ton. 
If this \\ere applied through a friction!css medium, such 
a s  a mhecl on ‘I \er t ical  axis ,  there would be  n o  mork done. 
.4ctua11j it is applied bj flange pressure act ing a t  21 point 
about  t i n .  below the t read line, consequently there  is a 
little slip amounting to 27r (,.++in. - / )  per re\oIution or 
zir i f t . /z4=7r/ izf t .  per reiolution of the  \\heels. ’Ihe total 
w o r k  done is therefore p x 7r/12 x I 1.045 ft. lbs. per rexolu- 
tion, and  a s  thele  ,ire lf / r  re iolut ions in the complete circle 
(or probably M, t ++in.) .  
T h e  a o r k  done in going  round the  circle is 
R / r  ,117r/12x i1.04.j ft. lbs., and  as this is exerted over a 
dis tance of 27rR ft. ,  the  resistance due t o  flange friction is  
p x I 1.045/24r. 
Calling p .25 m t l  r 2ft. makes  this I 1.045/192 = .0578Ibs. 
per ton,  so tha t  the total  resistance becomes lr.o4g+.oj78 
= I 1.rlbs. per ton. P u t t i n g  this in general  t e rms  gives  :- 
p 67 
-- (G+Z) 
IY 211 
F = - ( G + l )  + 
212 24r 
T h e  first term in the  ‘second bracket ,  m7hen multiplied 
b y  ,u*TI / 2 r  ( G  + l ) ,  is hlorrison’s formula, the  sctond is equal 
t o  RIorrison’s lormula multiplied b j  I qhr  n h e n  p is  .:s 
and  this become5 sm,iller as r the  radius of the  nhee l  IS 
increased. This  is oh\iouslq so for it realli amounts  t o  
making  the  flange shallo\cer in proportion t o  the  diameter 
of the  \\heel. 
T h e  t\uthor stcites tha t  the L. and  Y.R. p r x t i c e  of 
la te  has been t o  reduce the load on firebox s ta \ s .  I do not  
think, h o n e i e r ,  that  the failure of s tays  is due t o  excessi ie  
load imposed bq steam pressure, but  ra ther  the  brealting 
is caused bj moicment  of the  inside box when under heat. 
I n  my opinion it is n r o n g  t o  make the  upper rows of s t a y s  
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(which is  usually the  practice) larger  than the  s tays  nearer  
the  foundation r ing  as the  bending becomes grea te r  the  
far ther  the  s tays  a r e  removed from the  bot tom of the box. 
Mr. Haigh (L. a n d  Y .  Rly., Bolton) said tha t  Mr. 
Gass had  mentioned many points well worthy of discussion, 
but  t h a t  he  would refer t o  one only. 
An a t tempt  t o  oxercome air  resistance w a s  made  by 
w m e  foreign railway companies in adopt ing t h e  conical o r  
pointed smokebox,  but  Mr.  H a i g h  thought  t h a t  more resist- 
ance mas offered by the irregular shaped o r  rough sides of 
the  xehicles than by the  front  of t h e  engine, a n d  suygested 
that. more attention paid t o  the  design of coaches ia this  
respect would lead t o  higher efficiency. 
Mr. D. Corbett Fletcher (G.K. Rl!.! LIanchester) : 
\Ir. Gass docs not  mention anything ahout  brick arches. 
LI’ill he  g i \ e  u s  particulars la ter  on about  the length of 
biick arches in these two engines? 
Mr. Hdcroft (S.E. and  C. Rly., Ashford):  T h e  I’aper 
i b  particularlj interesting in t h a t  it applies t o  goods  train 
n o r k i n g  rather  than passenger ,  and  for  this reason is v e r j  
uelcome ;is it presents the  side of locomoti le  worki~ig t h a t  
is less discussed. 
T h e  curkes s h o n n  in Fig.  z for  internal resistance a r e  
apparently obtained from the  results of experiments, but  
thcy a r e  not consistent with the  r e s d t s  to b e  expected. T h e  
minimum resistance of the  0-8-0 and 0-6-0 engines is  13; 
and 5t!bs. per ton respectixely, the  total resistance due t o  
internal friction being 13% x 53.75 and 5.5 x 42-15 for the  
two engines. Hy mult ipl j ing these out  the  0-8-0 will be  
s w w n  t o  haxe o i e r  three times t h e  resistance of the 0-6-0. 
On this basis an engine with only two pairs  coupled, such 
as a 4-4-0 engine, would be  frictionless. T h e  method of 
;,-ri.ring a t  engine resistance is not s ta ted,  but  :in\ accurate 
result iq x l~vays  most  difficult t o  obtain o n  ciccotint of the  
c-u,n~plicated nature  of the problem. T h e  chief trouble lies 
in the segregation and  measurement of t h e  force absorbed 
i-l  acceleration since a xery la rge  pull is required to  produce 
< I I I V  appreci;ibie increase in xelocity, on account of the heal! 
rl-,ass of the  engine and train. T h e  ordinary methods of 
rrcortling speed a r e  not  srnsi t i l  e enough t o  e m b l e  more 
tT1;ln ;:ti ;Ipproxim;ite estimate of the acceleration t o  b e  
111:tcIe. 11 Iiile the irrcqiilnr dram bar  pull , ~ d d s  complications. 
For this reason la rge  crrors  in the  resistance ma\  occur, SO 
tha t  a considerable number of obserxations should be  m a d e  
t o  g e t  a reliable aLerage. Curves a r e  xi\ en for ihe resist- 
CYLINDER AND BOILER POWER-GASS. 
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ance of goods wagons, but these cannot be relied upon in 
the same way as for passenger stock which is fairly uni- 
form. Nearly all goods trains are made up of a hetero- 
geneous collection of x ehicles with widely aarying individual 
resistances and it is necessary to consider the composition 
of a train before making an! estimate of the hauling pouer 
required a t  barious speeds. Trains made up of fairly 
uniform stock, such as coal trains, etc., can of course be  
dealt with more easily. 
The classified list of loadings shows that the actual 
loads that can be hauled are in excess of the theoretical. 
Although the grade is stated, the length of such maximum 
grade is not gilen.  A short length can either be rushed 
by momentum or climbed a t  a lower speed than the rated, 
if circumstances prexent the former. For this reason the 
whole nature of the road rather t h a n  its maximum grade 
needs to be considered for rating purposes. XT-ith regard 
to the plea for a testing plant a s  established a t  I'urdue, such 
an experimental station already exists a t  Swindon, fully 
equipped. I t  is but little used because practical experience 
with it shoms that the locomotive fails to reproduce the 
same performance as on the road. Absence of xibration 
and the irregularities of the permanent waq alter the move- 
ments of the engine while the rush of air reacting on the' 
ashpan and chimneq also is lacking. There is less cooling 
of hot surfaces in still air so that misleading results may 
be obtained a s  to losses in radiation. The coefficient of 
friction betmeen tyres and supporting rollcrs of the plant 
is xery low so that heaxj drawbar pulls cannot be recorded 
on account of slipping, while at  low speedd the turning is 
bery irregular on account of the absence of any " fly-wheel " 
action arising from the mass of the moxing engine and 
train. The most reliable u a y  of testing locomotiles is on 
the open road, indicated diagrams being ta ' \en in conjunc- 
tion with an autographic record of the drawbar pull and 
speed by means of a d>namometer car. Such tests are not 
infrequently made, but what is wanted is the interchange 
and publication of these records so that the information 
obtained can be madc available for a wide circle of locomo- 
tix e engineers and not confined to the private information 
of a feu .  
Mr. I .  E.  Mercer (I>. and N.\V. Rly., Burton-on-Trent) : 
The question of cylinder xolume is a rather complex one 
in many cases, but whatever the maximum effort required 
it must be met irrespective of mere normal running condi- 
tions. .I sharp incline a t  a starting point or anywhere, 
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including a home signal that  is a t  all frequently ' '  against " 
trains climbing the bank, may a t  once decide the size to 
be used. Where  general running conditions alone need be 
considered wide di\ergience exists in both pract'ice and 
theory. I nould point out that  xalke and valxe-gear design 
may play no unimportant part. One has  the double aim 
of working thc traffic satisfactorily and of doing it most 
economicallj ; ample cylinder \ olume if adequately backed 
by boiler power will satisfj  traffic requirements, but how 
far  should it be modified by requirements of economy? 
Some contend that 20 per cent. cut-offs should be used for 
and if S O  this will all tend to  the retention of 
ndcrs, but personally my experience does not a t  
all support the 20 per cent. idea, and the comparati \e failure 
of the large cqlinders on L. and Y. and N . R . ,  mentioned 
in the Paper, nould tend to support the belief that  mere 
notching-up " bejond a certain limit does not increase 
economq e ten  if it does reduce terminal pressures. After 
all the real point is the weight of steam used' per B.H.P. 
hour-alio wear and tear of machinery. So far a s  actual 
results go that haxe come under my notice, I h a l e  concluded 
that u i th  superheated steam ;I minimum cut-off of about 
30 per cent. mith regulator full open is thesmost economical 
method of working ;I simple cngine ; without superheat some 
amount of throttling seems beneficial. The remarkable 
results obtained n i th  the unusually small cylinders intro- 
duced by 31r. Ixatt seem to farour the small cqlinder. But 
the economical use of steam is l e r y  largely dependent on its 
control;  a trip gear will gixe economy a t  a cut-off a t  which 
a slide \ a l \ e  gear delelops the defects of operation that 
cause loss of economy. Thus,  cylinder size mus t  not be 
determined until the be5t methods of operation and control 
ha\ e been decided and trial5 made, but indix idual engines 
fitted experimentall\ n i l 1  often gix e resultr quite opposite 
to  those obtained b\ t n o  large batches o l e r  se\eral  years 
running. 
'I'heoreticalll a large cqlintler should no more ge t  a 
boiler " out of breath " than a small one on the same work, 
as the lxork being the same, the steam consumption should 
be the same, the cqlinder size only affecting the range of 
expansion and amount of throttling. 
4s regards the pitching of s t a j s ,  is it the bending stress 
that  is the xital l a lue ,  not the tension? 
The  blast-pipe and smokebox experiments mentioned 
are  interesting, but I do not think an: reliable results h a l e  
yet been obtained. From the Paper before u s  I gather that ,  
CPLISTDER AND BOILER POWER-GASS. 
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after all, the experiments originally carried out by Mr. 
Hughes, the results of which he gave to the Institution of 
Mechanical Engineers, did not prove entirely trustworthy, 
for the later results mentioned by Mr. Gass a re  at variance 
with those first obtained. Large smokeboxes, that is very 
large ones, also do not seem so effective as we were at first 
led to suppose. I suggest that  the vacuum reservoir effect 
can be so pronounced that the frictional effect of the blast 
on the flue gas is affected. 
Trial and experimentaf 
engines give such false results as compared with extended 
running experience, that I feel no practical reliance whatever 
could be placed on test plant results. All railwaymen know 
what the first five or  so new engines will d o  while being. 
carefully watched, or  even what an old engine will do  when 
being carefully tested, and what widely different results 
are obtained by drivers left entirely to themselves. After 
all, from the main or  commercial point of view, what a 
test locomotive will do  is not of much importance; it ks 
what the engines will do in everyday working that is all- 
important. 
I am no believer in test plants. 
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MEETING AT MANCHESTER, 2nd MAY, 1919. 
The  Second Ordinary General Meeting of the Man- 
Chester Centre of the Institution of Locomotive Engineers 
was held a t  the College of Technology, Manchester, on 
Friday, 2nd May, ~ g r g , - a t  7 .0  p.m., Mr. F. W. Attock 
(L. and Y. Rly.), Chairman of the Centre, presiding. 
The  minutes of the First Ordinary Meeting, held on 
14th April, 1919, were read and confirmed. 
The  Paper by hlr. E. M. Gass, on “ The Relation of 
Cylinder and Boiler Power to Locomotive Rating,” was 
further ctiscussed. 
DISCUSSION. 
The Chairman (Jlr .  F. W’. Attock): I very much regret 
having missed the reading of the Paper. Of course I am 
interested in it from the Running Superintendent’s point of 
view and therefore have endeavoured to regard the subject 
from that standpoint by considering the practical applica- 
tion of the Author’s formulae. I should welcome a simple 
equation which would enable u s  t o  fix our engine loadings, 
that  is knowing the main particulars of the boilers and 
cylinders, we could readily arrive a t  the traffic loads tha t  
could be hauled a t  various speeds for any type of engine. 
Mr. Gass has gone a long way towards that and evolved a 
comparatively simple method, but I do  not think that actua1 
working loads can be determined on a purely theoreticaI 
basis because engine and tender resistances a re  so variable. 
For example, internal resistance alone varies in the same 
type of engine when constructed by different locomotive 
builders. An engine built by the Great Central o r  Great 
Northern Railway would probably not give the same results 
a s  a similar type constructed by the I-. and Y. Rly. o r  some 
other company. Further, I should not like to commit 
myself to anything beyond the theoretical start ing effort 
equation, ;IS I believe the actual loads that can be hauled 
by any locomotive is a subject for practical tests. 
I h a \ e  had experience of train loadings based on 
theory and know it has been necessary in practice to  alter 
the schedules originally got out, very considerably  after 
some years of operation, during which alterations have had 
to  be made from time to time, and so eventually train loads 
have been arrived a t  which are apparently fairly accurate, 
aiivway they stand the test of working. When I compare 
the examples given in the Paper,  I find they do  not altogether 
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a g r e e  with the x t u a l  loads these engines a r e  haul ing;  I 
therefore  think this shows that  1 a m  r ight  in contending 
tha t  by theory alone we cannot  arrixe at the  actual  train 
load and  that  it is absolutely essential to ha l e  cl!namometer 
tes ts  for each t j p e  of engine. 1 should like, in conclusion, 
l o  say t h a t  I happen t o  h a l e  some knomledge of the  experi- 
ments  from which the  Author has  based a n d  l ~ u i l t  LIP h is  
formulze, and  I know that  the tests mere carried out  most  
carefullq and  thoroughlq, and I mish to  put  on record tha t  
I ha\ e ex ery confidence in the  figures quoted-certainly as  
fa r  as the? go they will be both useful and  helpful, and  the  
P a p e r  mill be a most xaluable addition to the I'roceedings 
of this Institution. 
Mr. Ernest F.  Lang (Gorton Fount l rq) :  In  response t o  
the  in\ i ta t ion t o  speah aga in  at the  nekt  discussion, I m i s j i  
to a i a i l  mjself of the prililege. 
At our  prexious meet ing I was under the  same dra\v- 
back as e\erqonc then present in not h a l i n g  had an oppor- 
tunity of pcrusing the  Paper  beforehand, and now the 
opportunity presents itself, it  is some\\hnt difficult t o  speak 
in a n j t h i n g  more than general  terms,  as the  1;tctors in the  
equat ions being based on actual  tests, one natui  a114 hesitates 
t o  criticise without a full knomledge of the conditions unclei- 
which they were carried out. 
In  comparing locomotit e designs and performances on(' 
i, confronted so manq \;triable5 tha t  it is next  t o  irn- 
possible to form fixed rules. T h e  installation of a locomo- 
tixe tes t ing plant enables man] of the conditions t o  be  made 
constant  and, accordingl j ,  by compiling a la rge  number of 
tes ts ,  certain common factors  can be built up  and theories 
formulated. 
T h e  tes t ing plant would h a l e  to bc connected with :I 
railma! bq means of a siding, so tha t  s tandard g a u g e  loco- 
moti le5 ot an! railwa) company could be brought  there for 
testing. I t  nould  thus  haxe the  ; td \an tage  o t e r  the Purdue  
University of bcing able t o  con\eniently tes t  an! locomoti le  
a n d  t o  compare the relat i le  efficiencies of similar tqpes of 
1ocomotiL e s  under sirnilar conditions. Inno\  a t ions in loco- 
rnoti\ e practice, such a s  Stumpf 's  " uni-directional flow " 
engine,  could also be tested. 
L\nother thing suggested by the Paper  is  t h a t  the stutly 
of locomoti\ e performances is  becoming erq much more 
important  owing t o  the  increased cost  of fueh material and  
labour. In Air. Geo. Hughes '  P a p e r , .  read before t h e  
Institution of Mechanical Engineers  in 1910, the  coal cost  
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would like to ask what the price is now. 
On comparing modern with early locomotive perfoi m- 
antes one is able to appreciate the efiect on locomotive 
design produced by the ex er-increasing necessity for greater 
tracti \e effort; so much power has to be proiided for the 
starting resistance alone. Some of the earl\ 1ocomotiLes 
were far from good starters, !et once they got mol ing  their 
performances mere wonderful. I refer particularl! to the 
single driLers of the London and North Western and Great 
Northern Railma! s. Considering the weight of those 
engines, their performances ha\ e hardly ever been equalled. 
'I'here is no doubt but that the present high cost of fuel 
will bring to the front feed-water hcating, and the c i e r  
increasing size of locomotix es 16 ill introduce automatic 
stoking, for it overcomes the restrictions to the length of 
the firebox. Again, the question o f  powcdercti fuel, xx hich 
is making headway in the States, will alter man! of the 
prcl ailing conditions. 
In  respect of superheating, it appears possiblc to lower 
boiler prcssure and still retain equal pomer as nhen worlring 
under saturated conditions. I t  is astonishing what a differ- 
ence 40 or solbs. of pressure m A e s  to the life of .I boiler. 
.lgain, I t h k k  that questions concerning x al\ e gears 
can on14 be satisractorilq settled by experiments carried out 
o n  :L locomotile test plant. 
\Ye arc certainl! far from fin:ilit:v in the designing of 
the steam locomoti\e and a good man! chapters in its his- 
tor> remain to be uritten before it is superseded by some 
other motix e power. 
In this respect reference might be made to the Garrett 
locomotile mhich does aim! with man) ol the limitations 
inseparable from the usual design of locomotixe, for exam- 
ple, the boiler being carried on a frame suspended from 
two steam-dril en bogies can be designed regardless or 
width of engine frame and size of mheels; the cylinder 
dimensions and tractix e effort are also two other considera- 
tions retnoi ed from the usual trammels. 
Mr. W.  Rowland (G.C. Rl!., Gorton): U'ith regard 10 
t h e  heating surface factor I thren this overboard pe?..s 
ago ,  as the experiments of Ishernood show xery conclu- 
silely that 80 per cent. of the tubes of a boiler Zarl k e  
stopped up without affecting the heat-absorbing efficiency 
of a boiler. Lawford Fry's Paper to the Institution of 
Mechanical Engirieers, reprinted in " Engineering, " Vol. 
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LXXXVII., is, I think, a perfectly conclusive proof that t h e  
falling off in efficiency as the rate of firing is increased is 
not in the least due to failure of the boiler to absorb heat 
presented to it, but simply due to failure of the fuel to burn 
completely and so develop the heat for the bailer to absorb. 
I have carried on the work a stage further and think I 
have succeeded in establishing a satisfactory semi-rationaf 
equation governing the efficiency of combustion in any fire- 
box a t  any rate of firing. In working out the constants of 
the equation I used the published results of the St. Louis. 
tests as well as Goss' Locomotive Perfqrmance and one 
or two others published by the Illinois University, and as- 
far as I could, I checked them from our own rather im- 
perfect trials. Road tests are a s  a rule of a very rough 
and ready nature and of little service for exact data as the 
Author knows very well. U'hat we want is a good testing 
plant on the lines of Purdue, and that is a strong point in 
this excellent Paper. The results of my formulae applied' 
to the two goods engine< referred to  are as follows:- 
0-8-0 Goow, ENGINE. 
Grate area 26.05 sq. ft. x 13olbs. per sq. ft. per- hour- 
Firebox volume = 144.25 cub. ft. 
_- -=--= 23.4761bs. per cub. ft. = c.. 
Firebox volume 144.25 
Firebox surface 161.6 
Firebox volume 144.25 
Efficiency of combustion = __- 
= 3386.51bs. per hour, total coal. 
Total coal 3386.5 
- _-= 1.12 = K. 
28.5 28.5 
25.4 i K c  25.4 + 1.12 X 23.476 
28.5 28.5 
- - = .5532: 
25.4 + 26.29312 51.69312 
6200 
Air used per lb. of coal completely burnt = --- 
280 + G 
6200 
G = coal fired per sq. ft. grate per hour = -- 
280 + 130' 
= 15.1221bs. 
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Products of combustion per,lb. coal fully burnt = air + (coal 
-ash), say 15.122 + 4 4 8  = 16.17lbs. 
r\lToTE.-This means 5.2 per cent. of solid ash remaining 
on the grate. The aLerage of the L. and Y. coal samples 
is 5.3 per cent. I have called it 5.2  to get rid of the third 
decimal. 
Total heat per lb. of coal, average of L. and k'. samples 
= 13664 B.Th.U. per lb. 
NoTE.--I have assumed that this calorific value has 
had the latent heat of the water of combustion at  atmos- 
pheric pressure deducted from the gross B.Th.U. a s  we do 
in our own determinations. This amounts, a s  a rule, to 
about 500 B.Th.U. and is not available for heating in a 
boiler. 
Temperature of coal and feed water assumed to be 
jo" F. (510" F. absolute). Heat, in feed water delilered by 
the injector being obtained from the heat of the steam 
e\aporated by the boiler, must be debited against the 
evaporation which is done by taking cold feed. 
Total heat required per lb. of steam= 1198 - IS=  I 180 
B.Th.U. per lb. 
Average specific heat of products of combustion between 
T and t (T and t absolute F.") = .23 + .ooo01g (T + t). 
Heat given to firebox plates by convection when plate 
surface is at 400" F. or 860" F. abs. = .oo25T2 - 2.3T+ 129 
B.Th.U. per sq. ft. per hour (T=F." abs.). 
Heat given to firebox plates by radiation when plate 
surface is at  400" F. or 860" F. abs. = 1 6 T ~ / 1 0 ~ ~ - - 8 7 5  
B.Th.U. per sq. ft. of radiating surface per hour'. 
For bituminous coal the radiating surface may be taken 
as being equal to the grate area plus half the firebox heating 
surface a s  the flame radiation is somewhere about half as 
active as that from the solid fuel. 
1+56 
35d + I +  56 
Tube efficiency (per one tube or a set) = 
This means efficiency is 1 when the gases are reduced 
to steam temperature of 380" F. ($40" F, abs,) per ibdbs, 
steam. 
Total heat produced by rlb. coal fully burnt= 13,664 
B.Th. U. 
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Heat carried away by gases;- 
= 16.17 { '23 + .moo15 (T + 510) } (T-510 I3.Th.U. 
= 16.17 (.23T - I 17.3 + . o m 1 5 T *  - 3.9) 
= 16.17 (.oooo15T_2 + .23T - 121.2) 
= .odoz4255T2 + 3.7191T - 1959.804 B.Th.U. per lb. coal 
fully burnt. 
Heat given to firebox by convection :- 
Firebox surface 161.6 ,086266 
= -  = sq. ft. per lb. 
Coal fully burnt per hour 3386.5 x .5532 per hour. 
.086266 (.oozjT* - 2.3T + 129) 
= .0002 I 566T' - . I  c984T + 9.328. 
Heat given to firebox by radiation:- 
Radiating surface 107.3 
Coal fully burnt 1873.4 
- ~- = .oj78 sq. ft. per lb. per hour. 
i6T' 
1O'U 
.o578 (- - 875) = .5)248T4 - 50.575. 
Heat taken by gases .oo024255T2 + 3.7191T - 1959.804. 
,, convected .00021566T2- .Ig84T + 9.328. 
.92 48 !r4 
,, radiated -- - 50.575. 
I 0lU 
.9248T4 
IO'O 
+ .00045821T~ + 3.5207T = 15,665. 
Temperature of firebox 2,530' F. abs. 
460 
~ 
2,070' F. - 
Heat carried away by gases:- 
Heat absorbed by firebox :- 
1552.55 + 949.32 - 1959.9 = g,m2. 
13,664-9,002 = 4,662 B.Th.U. 
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Heat retained by gases when cooled to steam tem- 
perature :- 
16.17 { ‘23 + .oooor5 (840 + 510) } (840-510) 
= 16.17 { .23 + .OOOOI5 (1,350) } 330 
= 16.17 x .25025 x 330 = 1,335.36 B.Th.U. 
Heat absorbable by tubes = 9,002 - 1,335 = 7,667 B.Th.U. 
Inside dia. of tubes, say I I gauge thick= 2 - .232 = 1.768’’ 
length= rgft. = 180” 
56 + 180 236 
- ,792265. Efficiency of tubes=- - 
Add heat taken up by firebox = 4,662 1,  
3 j x I .768 + 56 + 180 297.88 
Heat taken up by tubes = 7,6(>7 x .792265 = 6,074 B.Th.U. 
Total heat absorbed per Ib. of coal fully 
burnt = 10,736 B.Th.U. 
Total heat absorbable = I 3,664 - I ,335 = I 2,329. 
Real heat absorbing efficiency of boiler = ___ - 87%. 
10,736 
12,329 
3386.5 x .5532 x 10,736 
I ,  180 
Total evaporation per hour += 
= 17,oooIbs. per hour. 
Maximum sustained i.1i.p. of engine at 25lbs. steam per 
i.h.p. = 680. 
When injector is s h u t  off only 1,180-330 = 850 
B.Th.U. per lb. of steam are required and it will maintain 
1,180/850 x 680 = 943 i.h.p. 
A compound engine should maintain continuously about 
25 
680 x - = 850 i.h.p., a n d  with the feed shut off about 
2 0  
1,180 
850 x - - 1,180 i.1i.p. 
550 
But the compound engine would only do this a t  
At high speeds there is not very much moderate speeds. 
between the compound and simple engines. 
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The smokebox temperature 'in the above example is 
found as under:- 
Heat in smokebox gases= 13,664 - 10,736 = 2,928 B.Th.U. 
Then 16.17 I '23 + .-IS (T + 510) } (T-5510) = 2,928. 
.23T - I '7.3 + .OOOOI~T' - 3.9 = -181.076 
.oooo~gT' + .23T = 302.276 
(T + 7,666)' = _____ 20,151,733 + 58,767,556 
T = 8,883-7,666 = 1 , 2 1 7 ~  F. abs. = 757' F. 
T2 + 15,333T = 20,151,733 
7,666 = 478,919,289. 
17 000 Evaporation at  full sustained power 
= .435 per cent. 4,662 The firebox is responsible for ___ 
10,736 
of the total, and the tubes for .565 per cent., that is to say, 
the firebox evaporates 17,000 x .435 = 7,4001bs. per hour or 
7,400 = 45.glbs. per sq. ft . ,  i . e . ,  55.81bs. from and at 161.6 
2 1 2 O  F., which is practically Cole's value of 561bs. 
With a larger firebox both the volume and surface 
lolume ratios would be improved. Our latest 2-8-0 engines 
have a volume of 168 cu. ft. and a surface of 168 sq. ft., 
making a surface volume,ratio of I. The grate is 26 sq. ft. 
.and a t  13olbs. per sq. ft. of grate the efficiency of combus- 
tion is 
= 5.02lbs. 
3386.5 
steam per lb. coal. 
28.5 28.5 
- - .64. 
25.4 + 20.1 45.5 
The absorbing efficiency will be a little higher than 
the L. and Y. 0-8-0 as the firebox temperature is higher, 
but assuming it to be the same, our boiler would have 
an overall efficiency of .h4 x .87 = .557, whereas yours has 
.5532 x .87= .481, and our boiler will evaporate Ig,gmlbs. 
of saturated steam per hour for the same coal that gives 
you only 17,000, so that our boiler would give 780 i.h.p. 
indefinitely sustained to your 680. 
The tubes give an efficiency of .792 whereas the total 
boiler is .87 or 1 . 1  times the tube efficiency. 
This leads to a rough first approximation to finding 
boiler efficiency which is 
28.5 5 6 + l  
- x 1 . 1  = real efficiency. 
25.4+KC 35a+56-t-i 
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total heat absorbed --- 
total heat in coal 
is wrong a s  in the boiler 1,335 B.Th. U. are unabsorbable. 
'0,736 
'335.4 
CYLINDER AND BOI14ER POWER-GAS 9 .  
The usually quoted efficiency, i . e . ,  
'The usually quoted efficiency of the boiler is 
= .786 or  practically that of the tubes which gibes for the 
heat taken by the boiler 
28.5 5 6 + l  total heat per lb. coal 
X X 
~ S . ~ + K C  3 5 a + 5 6 + i  1,180 
= evaporation at  18olbs. 
It gives too low a result for larger fireboxes than the 
I.. and Y. 0-8-0, too high for smaller ones, hut the error is 
not l e r y  serious. 
total coal fired per hour  
K =  c =  
1 = length of tube in inches tE = inside dia. of tube in inches 
The L. and Y .  0-6-0 engine has a firebox iolume of 
e99.5 cub. ft. and a firebox surface of 107.68 sq. ft. and 
18.75 sq. ft. of grate. I ts  efficiency of combustion is 
therefore 
firebox surface 
firebox volume firebox \ olume 
28.5 28.5 
18.75 x 130 51.8 
. 5 5 .  - - 
25.4-t 1.082 x 
99.5 
Its  tube efficiency is 
56 + 129.375 185.375 
- - .77. 
3 j  x 1 . 5 1 8 +  j 6 +  129.375 238.5 
Its e k k n c y  by the approximate method at a rate of firing 
sf 130lbs. per sq. ft. grate is .55  x .77=.423 and its elapora- 
tion per Ib. of coal by the same method is '6' X-423 
= 4.9lbs. steam. 
I ,  180 
Its  total steam produ'ction is 4.9 x 130 x 18.75 
I 1,950 -
25 
= Ir,g5oIbs. and its i.h.p. a t  25lbs. per i.h.p. is 
2435*5 5.o51bs. 
4-78 =478, i . e . ,  25.6 i.h.p. per sq. ft. of grate or - 
of coal per i.h.p. 
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The larger engine develops 680 i.h.p. per 26.05 sq. ft. 
of grate or 20.1 i.h.p. per sq. ft. of grate and - 3386.5 
680 
=4.981bs. coal per i.h.p. hour. A cubical firebox of the 
same surface as that of 0-8-0 engine would have linear 
dimensions of 3d144.25 = 5.25ft. Its grate would be  
525=27.5 sq. ft. and its surface 5 x 27.5=137.5 sq. ft. 
surface '37.5 
volume '44.25 
ratio is -= *953. Its -- 
Such a firebox, if burning the same quantity of coal per 
hour a s  the 0-8-0 in the example given, would have a n  
efficiency of combustion of 
28.5 28.5 
- -597 - 
25-4+ -953 x 23.476 47.8 
and the overall boiler efficiency by the approximate method 
is .597x .7922=.473. Its evaporation is __ 'I",:; x.475 
=5.481bs. water per lb. coal and this is equal to  
3386.5 x 5.48= 18,6001bs. per hour=742 i.h.p. The extra 
h.p. percentage per lb. coal is - 74'- 1 = 9.5 per cent. a s  
the result o f  the better shape of the firebox. 
For identical shapes an increase in linear dimensions 
has a great effect on increase in efficiency. Assume a 
6ft. x 6ft. x 6ft. firebox :-Volume = 216 cu. ft. ; surface 
= 3 6 x 5 = 1 8 0  sq. f t . ;  S/V=.833 at  130lbs. per sq. ft. grate;  
680 
total coal 36 x 130 
volume 216 
- - 21.65; 
efficiency of combustion 
28.5 28.5 
- .657. - _-- - 
25.4+.833 x 21.65 43.45 
With rgft. tubes 2in. outside dia. x I I  S.W.G. thick 
the approximate overall efficiency is .657 x .792 = .52 and 
the evaporation = __ 13'664 x .52 = 61bs. wafer per lb. coal. 
1,180 
6 x 3 6 ~  130 
1,255 
The i.h.p. = 1,125 sustained indefinitely = 31.4 
36 x 130 
1,125 
i.h.p. per sq. ft. grate and ___ = 4.171bs. coal per 
i.h.p. hour. 
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These evaporative efficiencies may appear  low but  are 
qui te  in accordance with the results obtained from engines  
tested in u r i o u s  trials a t  l’urdue, Urbana,  and  elsewhere 
in America a t  similar ra tes  of firing. I t  must  be remem- 
bered tha t  they d o  not represent t h e  average  efficiency of 
the  engine, but only tha t  when it is making  “ all out .”  
T h e  engines can of course develop still higher powers  
than those quoted, but the  coal consumption for  such powers  
will be a t  a higher ra te  than 130lbs. per sq. ft.  of g r a t e  per  
hour and the  evaporations per lb. of coal fired will be  lower 
than those gi\,en. 
Mr. Billington (I- .  and  1.. Rly., Horwich) : 111 the  first 
place I think we a r e  indebted t o  Mr. Gass  for  bringing 
forward this Pappr ,  which appears  t o  me t o  be a n  endeavour  
to collate all the  best information and personal tes ts  in  
such a way that  we can  design a locomotive on first princi- 
ples, form some idea of the work it will do, what  it willl 
do i t  for, and so on.  Speaking about  tes t ing locomotives, 
I ha \e  had some experience in tes t ing and  know how diffi- 
cult i t  is to  d r a w  conclusions. 
‘l’here is the question of weather ,  quality of coal, water, 
and  the human element of the  driver and  fireman. ‘ I n  the 
design of the  locomotive, it appears  t o  be  tha t  the portion 
a t  present which requires the  greatest  attention is the boiler 
and  firebox. There  is a saying tha t  the  business end of :I 
locomoti\.e is the boiler, but lve may go fur ther  and  say that  
the  business end of the boiler is  the firebox. Stat ionary 
engineers  have shown LIS how t o  burn coal economically in 
the  case of the water-tube boiler. Here  you have a b ig  
combustion space surrounded by hot brickwork. 1X.e h a v e  
not in this  country made progress  in locomotive boiler 
design in the proper direction. T h e  combustion chamber  
now employed largely in America appears  t o  be  a step in t h e  
r ight  direction, as it is ; I  means of increasing firebox volume 
which is so essential for burning bituminous coals. T h e  
earlier locomotives had deep square  fireboxes, and  a good 
deal of their success can be  attributed t o  tha t  f a c t ;  but  in 
later years  the depth o f  t h e  firebox h a s  been decreased in 
order  t o  clear the  axle o r  axles  underneath the g r a t e  of 
one or  more pairs  of coupled wheels. O n e  will have noticed 
tha t  in some of the  later American designs a carrying axle 
underneath the  g r a t e  h a s  been resorted to, so as  t o  g e t  a 
deep firehox. T h e  combination of a deep firebox, i i  corn- 
bustion chamber  and  an efficient brick arch goes a long  
way to a more perfect firebox. W i t h  regard to the  s ta r t ing  
effor t  formu1;i recommended by the  Author, we  ha1.e h a d  
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several long runs with the 4-69 passenger engine hauling 
heavy trains with the dynamometer car attached. Com- 
paring ten good starts, I find that the maximum pull was 
10 tons. The pull by the equation is 10.06 tons, which 
confirms the reasonableness of 82 per cent. of the boiler 
pressure a s  the mean effective pressure factor. The resist- 
:ince of the 4-6-0 engine is assumed to be the same as for 
the 0-8-0 type. 
Mr. E. M. Gass: I am pleased that the contribution 
has aroused interest am1 am sure that the excellent discus- 
sion which has l o l l o ~ e d  will materi;illy enhance the value 
O F  the Paper. 
11r. Smith a t  the last meeting mentioned that the Paper 
:ouches on a l e ry  contentious subject, m t f  one is in agree- 
ment with him, for no tw-o tests in stmice will come out 
alike. You inay run the train oxer the same course, a t  
the same speed, with the locomotive operated in the same 
manner as  regards the combination of cut-offs and regulator 
openings, and the result \\ill  he a t  iariance, due to \\eather 
and other conditions. In  the course or :I- hour or so the  
weather may change, on the first test the locomotive may 
be faced with a direct head wind, on the next run the wind 
may be blowing towards the whole side of the train. The  
data embodied in the Paper is, howe\er, deduced from a 
large number of experiments carried out in actual service, 
and ought in a general way to be iiseful to the designer 
and to those responsible for computing train loads. The  
formu12 are only applicable to train loads hauled under 
normal conditions. To meet abnormal conditions, such a s  
strong gales, etc., the 1o;itis must either be reduced or 
speeds will be correspondingll; lower. 
Wi th  regard to the 1+61bs. per ton resistance at 11.29 
miles per hour, this appears to be high. The resistance OF 
engine, tender, and train by the suggestctl formulz works 
out at  rz.8lbs. per ton for R train o f  lo$-ton wagons hauled 
by the 0-8-0 engine. For a train of loaded tenders of 
probably not less than 30 tons weight the resistance would 
still be further reduced as the load 1vould be concentrated in 
a fewer number of vehicles. 
Respecting the internal resistance figures a t  starting, 
i . e . ,  23lbs. and r62&1s. for the 0-8-0 and 0-6-0 engines 
respectively, these efficiencies are from actual tests. 
D. I,. Cole (“ Rating Locomoti\es ”) states that the 
wheel arrangement is thc distinguishing feature a s  regards 
machinery resistance, and that resistance increases with 
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the number of coupled wheels. For a 0-6-0 engine he 
appears to suggest 27lbs. and for a 2-8-0 type 31lbs. per ton, 
probably the latter is also applicable to a 0-8-0 type. These 
figures include the engine and tender as a vehicle, and the 
internal resistance of the machinery. The Author has 
attempted to separate these resistances thus :- 
CYLINDER A S D  BOILER POWER-GASS. 
0-8-0 Type. 
Total resistance ... ... 95.75 x 31 = 2,gh811)s. 
Resistance a s  a \chicle 95.75 x 18 = 1,7231b5. 
Resistance as  a machine = 1,2‘4515$. 
Lbs. per ton --- . . = 231115. 
___  - 1.2’45 
53.75 
0-6-0. 
.. Iota1 resistance _ . .  ... 68.25 x 27 = 1,8421bs. 
Resistance as  a vehicle 68.25 x 18 = 1,2281bs. 
Resistance a s  a machine = 6 1 4 I l ~ .  
___ ~~. 
014 
42.15 
Lbs. per ton __ ...  = Iglbs. 
Ji’ith reference to hlr. 1-ang’s remarks, the formulae 
given are only applicable to single expansion locomotives 
using saturated steam, and not saturated steam compound 
,locomotives, nor engines using superheated steam of the 
simple and cornpound types. Referring to the pressure 
1 1 2  x s x All.:P 
factor in the tractil-e effort equation c_-__-- W 
lor superheated steam, it is usual to assume 05 per cent. 
when comparing with 80 per cent. in the case of saturated 
engines. The first superheater engines put in service on  
the Idancashire and Yorkshire Railway were conxw-sions 
o f  the 0-6-0 type referred to in the Paper. The 18in. 
c>.linders were replaced by 2o$in., but the boiler only altered 
t o  acc,omtnodate a superheater. In service the superheatel- 
engines are able to start loads 10 per cent. greater than 
the sister saturated engines. The tractive effort of the 
Forlner is 21,874lbs., and o f  the latter 19,886lbs. The mean 
.r:ffecti\.c pressure of the superheater engine becomes 
61 x 21,874 1 2 2  x 100 68 per cent. 
- 122lbs. or ___-- = of the boiler 
20.5 x 20.5 x 26 I 8 0  pressurv. 
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A diLersity of opinion exis ts  as regards  the power of 
superheated s team and the  subject calls for  in\ estigation. 
hIr. L a n g ,  I a m  pleased to hear ,  supports  the  sugges-  
tion that  a locomoti\e tes t  plant ought  to  be installed in 
this  country, for  it i s  well known (under s e n i c e  conditions) 
how difficult it is to  test 1ocomotiLes and  more difficult still 
t o  : m i x  e a t  conclusions from the  conflicting results tha t  
t h e  tes ts  reieal. In s ta t ionar j  engine practice many 
improxements hax e been made b? the establishment of  
experimental plants, but more might  be achiel ed b j  the  
erection of a plant for locomotixe experiments. Such an 
installation would not on14 be xaluable and beneficial for  
national research purposes, information which could not be  
questioned, but it nould  also be of l a l u c  a s  a means t o  the 
in s t ruc t ion of 5 tu den t s . 
T h e  first test plant a t  the  Purdue  Unixersity was begun 
in the  spr ing  of 1891 and read! for the reception of the  
first locomotive in September of that  !ear. 
This  plant ma5 tlestro!cd h j  fire on Januar! 23rd, 1894, 
and  all experimental tlata lost, and al though the  disaster 
entailed a heax! burden of labour antl expense, immediate 
s t e p  were taken for reneual ,  and  four months later :I 
second plant, embodq ing  man? iinprox etnents, w a s  readv 
for  installation of the  second experimental locomotil e. 
Towards  the end of 1894 work w a s  begun on the  n e u  plant 
and  continued regularlx for  o l e r  tmo years. D u r i n g  that  
t ime more than 50 boiler and engine efficiencj tes ts  were 
carried out  under x arious conditions of load, speed, steam 
pressure, cut-ofl, and 1 al l  e proportions. A s tudy w a s  
made  of draught action h! the exhaust ,  steam distribution 
in the cylinders, single and  double ported xahes, power to 
in01 e unbalanced and balanced x alx es, abolit 10,000 indica- 
to r  cards  were taken,  20,000 miles run,  antl 25,000 different 
obserxations made. T h e  total  number  of facts  w a s  nearly 
c,o,ooo axailable in regard t o  this one experimental locoinq- 
ii\e. I mention these figures t o  show the  accumulation of 
d a t a  necessary to  a r r i \ e  a t  an!thing like t rue facts. 
Referring t o  locomotix e de\ elopment in France. 
Compounding nas  first introduced in tha t  country in 1878 
n h e n  “ Mallet ” exhibited ;I small 0-6-0 4-c)linder com- 
poL1nd locomotit e ,  the  running of mhich proxed t h a t  the  
: I ~ T  an tages  of double expansion were not solely associated 
\+ith marine and stationar! engines, and  since tha t  time 
g r e a t  ctclelopments in compounding of locomotil es have 
taken place in France,  morc so than in an! other  par t  of 
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the  world. Compounding of locomotives h a s  not  made  
much headway in this  country, and when first seriously 
considered about  the  year 1884, 1ocomotiL e engineers, 
a l though admit t ing tha t  there  w a s  some ga in  in respect of 
fuel consumption, still the  price of coal a t  tha t  t ime w a s  so 
low, namely, 6s. 3d. per ton,  that  the  resultant economy 
did not  compensate for the  ex t ra  outlay entailed, due t o  the  
compound being more complicated than the  simple engine. 
T h e  price of coal  to-day h a s  reached about  30s. per ton ,  
nearly file times what  it w a s  in  1884, yet the  compound 
locomotixe, SO f a r  as this country is concerned, is  the  
exception and not the rule. Now that  coal h a s  reached such 
a n  enormous price e l e r y  means  ought  to be  adopted in 
order t o  economisc e l e n  a t  the cost of complication. French 
engineers a r e  to  be complimentcd on the  manner  they h a l e  
tacliled the  compound locomotii e problem on scientific lines 
and also for educ,iting the men on the footplate in respect 
to t he  correct method of operating this type of engine. 
France  is  in\  es t igat ing the  question of superheating in 
combination Ivith compounding. T h e  Paris-I,qons-3lediter- 
I-anean Rai lna)  h a s  built two engines, one u i t h  four simple 
cj liritlcrs ; ind  one ii  four-cq linder compound.  T h e  two 
engines ;ire identical in all o ther  respects. T h e  superheated 
cornpound in ser i ice  shous  a n  vconom! superior to  the  
superheated simple engine of 9 per cent. 
Respecting the  remark about  the  shape of the  front  
end ; thc  form a n d  shape of the  front  surface decidedly in- 
fluences the  resistance offered t o  the locomoti\ e in passing 
through air. According to experiments b\ Borda and  later 
by 31. i)esdonets, the  prom-shaped front offers 40 per cent. 
less resistance than the  flat f ront  at r ight  angles  t o  the  
direction of mo\ement .  i t  44 miles per hour  the  resistance 
in horse-poner ~xould  be 46 n i t h  the prow-shape and  77 
mith the  Hat surface, a t  60 miles per hour  116 a n d  193 
respectilely. The gain obtained by using the  prow would 
\arq in fas t  t ra ins ,  according to the  speed, f rom about  30 
t o  150 h.p. 
3Ir. L a n g  referred t o  the question of v a h e s  for  reducing 
back pressure. I should like t o  draw his attention t o  the  
patent  automatic  ball pressure release valve of l l r .  Geo. 
H u g h e s  which relieves excessive compression by auto- 
matically communicating the  cylinder and  s team chest a t  
t h e  moment tha t  the  pressure in the  former exceeds t h a t  in 
t h e  latter. 
T h e  principle h a s  been applied t o  both slide and piston 
valves, and  a larger  number of the  latter a r e  in service. 
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With regard to lowering the boiler pressure of super- 
heated engines. Superheating is certainly a means of re- 
ducing boiler pressure and still retaining equal power with 
the saturated engine, but from an economical standpoint it 
is not wise to lower pressure. Some time ago investiga- 
tions were carried out on the L.Y.Rly. by putting in service 
a 0-6-0 superheater engine and a sister saturated engine. 
For the first period the boiler of the former was pressed 
a t  I6olbs. and later a t  18olbs. per sq. inch, but the saturated 
engine was worked a t  r8olbs. throughout. Compared with 
the saturated engine, the superheater, when working at 
rbolbs., showed an  economy of 12.74 per cent. ; the saving, 
however, increased to 21 per cent. when the pressure was 
raised to i8olbs. per sq. inch. The results are directly 
opposed to the theoretical case presented by Dr. Schmidt 
in the use of high superheat with low pressure. Tke  
working pressure of the L. and Y. superheaters is 18olbs. 
per sq. inch, the same as  for non-superheater engines. 
Mr. Rowland remarking on the mean effectike pressure 
curves (Fig. I) states that the reason why a maximum 
power is maintained up  to a higher piston speed in the case 
of Arneric-an practice, is due to the fact that American 
locomotive engineers generally adopt a longer valve travel 
than we do in this country. That is so, but I do  not agree 
with his statement that long travel is only beneficial on the 
admission side of the valve. There is little difficulty in 
getting steam into a cylinder, the trouble is in getting it 
out. Long travel, in addition to giving a quicker port 
opening, ensures the port when exhausting being kept more 
fully open for a longer time than is the case with short 
travel. This minimises back pressure and results in the 
area of the diagrams being increased. For high speed 
running a t  short cut-offs, long travel is particularly advan- 
tageous, and in America a s  much as 74 inches is employed, 
but in this country 5 inches is the genera1 .de .  
The  curve resistance formula given by Mr. Rowland 
is probably nearer correct than the simpler equation sug- 
gested by the Author, but the latter is sufficiently reliable 
for arriving a t  train loads. Mr. Rowland, by his method, 
estimates a resistance of 11.11bs. per ton for a 4-wheeled 
8ft. wheel base wagon moving round a curve of 5 chaina 
radius. By the equation given in the Paper the resistance 
is 12.1lbs. per ton. 
I t  is difficult to determine curve resistance for it i s  
effected by so many variable factors. Stone’s equation 
. ,2394 GZ + BZ, Q being gauge of line in feet, and B rigid 
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s h e e l  base in feet, the  resistance for  a 16ft. qin. wheel base 
=2.21bs. per ton per degree of curvature ,  f o r  a n  8 feet 
wheel base Ilb. per ton. Under best conditions curve resist- 
ance may be as low as .51bs. per degree and  as high as 
zlbs., and  so as a ready method the Author favours  t h e  
American Master  hlechanics’ Association recommendation 
of I.4lbs. for  loconioti\.es and  .71b~.  for wagons  per ton 
per degree of curvature. 
14’ith reference t o  boiler power, I a m  qui te  in agree- 
inent with hlr. Rowland that  for  burning bituminous coals 
a large firebox \ - o h m e  is essential, but  it is of the  first 
importance in order  t o  burn enough economically t o  generate  
the desired quantity of s team tha t  the  g r a t e  should be large,  
and  the best ratio between g r a t e  and  heat ing surface 
appears  to be about  I t o  65. T h e  Lancashire  and  York- 
shire Rly. Co. hai.e in service a number of engines pos- 
s e s s i n g . a  firebox volume of 199 cubic feet and  a ratio of 
g r a t e  t o  heat ing surface (waterside) I t o  92. T h i s  ra t io  
would certainly have been decreased had it been possible t o  
do so without resorting t o  a n  extremely long firebox. Some 
five o r  six years  ago the Author w a s  privileged to travel on  
the  footplate of one of the la rge  2-10-0 g o o d s  engines on 
the  Belgian S ta te  Railway and w a s  greatly impressed by 
the slow rate  of combustion. T h e  engine had a g r a t e  surface 
o f  54.8 square  feet, a heat ing surface (including superheater) 
fireside of 3,219 squarc feet, ratio of g r a t e  to  heat ing sur- 
face I to 60, firebox volume 288 cubic feet. T h e  following, 
regarding the  performance of the  engine, may bc of 
interest :- 
\Veight of train behind drawbar  = 490 tons. 
.-2\.erage speed 17.6 miles per hour. 
Rising g r a d e  I in 6r for 7.9 miles. 
Coal consumed per train mile 52. Ilbs. 
Coal consumed per ton mile . Iohlbs. 
CYL1N’DI:lt .ASD BOILER POJVEH-GASS. 
‘The fireman’s work \vas particularly easy, he only fired 
on se\.en occasions dur ing  the four hours’ running time. 
T h e  coal (briquettes) put on the g r a t e  w a s  3,8501bs. 
Respecting s t ress  in firebox s tays ,  there is n o  questiori 
but th;lt they a r e  subject to a bending s t ress  in addition to 
the load imposed by s team pressure, and  the  fur ther  the s tays  
;Ire removed from the foundation r ing  the  more pronounced is 
t h e  bending action. T h i s  is one of the  advantages  of wide 
water  spaces  in respect to increased s tay  flexibility. W h a t  
I wish, however, to  infer is  that  a one-inch diameter copper 
s tay ,  support ing a n  area of 16 sq. inches subjected to a 
pressure of 18olbs. per sq. inch, equivalent to a load of 
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1.3 tons, is  overloaded. X one-inch diameter s tay h a s  a t  
t h e  bot tom of the  thread a cross  sectional a r e a  of .6 sq. 
inch. Assuming, under working conditions, a temperature  
of 650' F. and  a n  ultimate s t ress  of 10 tons  per square  inch, 
then the  breaking s t rength of t h e  s t a j  is  6 tons, gixing a 
factor  of safe t j  of 4.6, which is low for  good boiler work. 
S o m e  authorities, howel er ,  s ta te  tha t  the  temperature  of 
the s tay head in the hottest part of a locomotive firebox 
reaches SoqU F., and  :it this temperature  the  ultimate 
s t rength is  reduced t o  5; tons  per sq. inch , .g i \ ing  a factor 
of about  2 3 ,  but  the >ield point or  elastic limit is the  I i ta i  
tes t ,  and this is s ta ted to  be 1.8 tons per sq. inch for copper 
subjected t o  800' F. temperature ,  or a little o l e r  I ton for 
;I one-inch diameter s tay.  I t  mould appear  from these figures 
tliat sta! 5 subject to  these conditions a r e  working be jond  
their elastic limit, consequently maintenance will be  high. 
\\.ith reference to 11r. H a i g h ' s  remarks  respecting air  
resistance. Some 25 qears  ago a set ol elaborate tests uerc' 
conducted o n  the  Northern Railmay of France  in respect t o  
a i r  friction on a locomoti\ e ant1 czirriages. Tlie tes ts  were 
run on ;I le\ el s t ra ight  t rack \\ith ii locomotil e and ordinary 
4-11 hreletl passenger stock. The  r c s d t s  \x ere a i  follows :- 
Speed. Resistance. Lbs. per ton. 
Aliles per hour. Engine apt1 tender. Carr iagci .  
2 0  5.5 2.8 
$0 9.3 4.0 
60 14.5 8.0 
rlic e ~ c e s s  11 hich the engine ;ind tender ,ippears t o  
h a \ e  o \ e r  the carr iages  coines 1-1105tl> from the action of 
a i r  on the  front of the engine, ;rnd in ;I smaller degree from 
the  friction of the motion. I hese results indicate t h a t  
resistance is considerable not onlq due to friction o f  the  
sides of the  carr iages  but :ilso to  head air resistance, and  
it mould 'tppear possible t o  reduce this b> the pointed front 
of thc l o c o m o t i ~ e ,  and also h> making  the sides of car-  
r iages  pcrfcctlk smooth and as free from projection a s  
possible. Tlie intluence of the shape of the  front end h a s  
;ilready been r e f e r r d  t o  in ansxter t o  11r. Lang's remarks.  
Xlr Fletcher asked a question respecting t h e  brick 
arches o f  the  t \ \o  engines. T h e  brick arch of t h e  0-6-0 
engine is  2ft. Sin. long, practicallq half the length of the 
inside box. I t  is set a t  a n  inclination o f  I in 3 ,  the  nearest 
c!istance between the  arch and  the  top  of g r a t e  is Ift.  gin., 
ant1 its highest point is le \e l  with the  centre  of the firehole. 
T h e  length of the brick arch of the  0-8-0 tvpe is 4ft. s in . ,  
approximately 60 per cent .  of the length of the  inside box. 
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I t s  inclination is  I in 42, minimum distance between arch 
and top of g r a t e  is rft. 8in., highest point Ift.  3in. aboxe 
centre  of firehole. As regards the  best proportions for 
length and  slope opinions differ ; what  might  be  satisfactory 
on one t j p e  of engine is  often the  reverse on another  class. 
I t  is a matter  of experiment. T h e  relation between the a i r  
supply, the  coal, and  the arch is  so intimate tha t  they must  
lie considered conjointlj . 
Regarding 11r. Holcroft 's communication. T h e  inter- 
nal resistance of the  two t > p e s  of engines h a s  been ar r i led  
a t  thus :- 
lntlicated tractix e effort - dram bar  pull + resistance 
of engine anti tender as ;i vehicle. 
CYLINDER S S D  B O I J C R  POWER-GASS. 
F r o m  a la rge  number of obser la t ions we find t h e  mini- 
mum internal resistance of a 4-4-0 engine to be approxi- 
m.rfel-\ qlbs. per ton. 
1 he train hauled by the  tmo goods  engines \\as com- 
posed of a fairly uniform stock consisting of goods wagons  
of oft. o h .  nhee l  base. 
I t  is quite t rue tha t  t h e  t w o  engines do haul their 
c1,issifietl lL>ads, but not  a t  the  speeds specified ; for instance, 
u p  the gr,ide of I in 100 the  0-8-0 engine hauls i ts  load of 
580 tons ,It 10 miles per hour. T h e  lengths  o f  the  grades  
<ire as  follon s :- 
7 in 100 = 4 miles. 
I in 72 = 5.75 miles. 
I in 65 = .75 miles. 
i'iie tests mere carried out  with a dynamometer car 
fitted \\ ith instruments  for  recording tlrawbar pull, speed, 
\clocit-\ and  direction of n i n d  ; in conjunction n i t h  these 
obser\ at ions indicator d iagrams v, e re  recorded. 
\ I r .  I .  E. l l e r c e r  in a communication raises a question 
a$  to \\liether it is better from :in economical standpoint t o  
use large LJ lintlers and  e'irl> cut-offs, o r  smaller cylinders 
11 ill1 correspondinglj later cut-oft$. T h e  former,  in m j  
opinion, is preferable for  t w o  reasons :-(A) More power is  
a \a i lab le  for s tar t ing on a h e a l \  grade.  (B) Greater r a n g e  
of expansion which tends t o  economy. T h e  failure of the  
1.. ,Ind Y. Rly. passenger engine mas not due t o  i ts  larger  
c-\lintivrs but  t o  the  fact  tha t  the boiler w a s  not  la rge  
enough to  meet the  demand of these cylinders at high speeds. 
O u r  experience g o e s  t o  show tha t  it is unwise to  notch u p  
lo\ser than 17 per cent. cut-off, as below this the  indicator 
d iagram de\elops a loop of negatixe work  without exhaust  
clearance on T nl\ es .  F o r  equal T. olumes t h e  19-inch cylinder 
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*nust cut-off a t  15 per cent. as compared with 17 per cent. 
in the case of the 18-inch diameter. This earlier cut-off 
caused the larger cylinder engines to be sluggish and when 
operated a t  a later cut-off the boiler pot ‘‘ out of breath.” 
Valve gears certainly play an important part and there 
seems scope for improvement in the direction of quicker 
opening, longer expansion period, and decreased terminal 
pressure. Longer duration of the exhaust without resorting 
to exhaust clearance on lalve. 
The  pitching of stays has already been dealt with. 
As regards the blast pipe and smokebox there is no  
doubt that  the volume of the latter can be carried so far 
that the blast action on the gases is affected; on the other 
hand, the capacity can be so small as to cause the sharp 
intermittent blast to draw a considerable quantity of un- 
burnt fuel up  the chimney. There is no reliable data a s  
to the exact proportions for each type of engines. Much 
research and experimenting is wanted. My views in respect 
to a stationary test have already been expressed. I believe 
that data obtained from such a plant in conjunction with 
results in actual s en ice  would be far-reaching in solving 
many of the locomotive problems which unfortunately a t  
present exist. 
Mr. Billington remarked that ‘‘ the business end of the 
locomotive is the firebox.” I beljeve the success of the 
engine largely depends on the correct proportion of grate 
and heating surfaces of this particular part. He  also puts 
in a plea for the combustion chamber now so largely em- 
ployed in America. The  use of the combustion chamber 
adds materially to firebox heating surface and 1 olume, thus 
tending to better combustion. I t  also removes the ends of 
the tubes from the hottest part of the fire and in addition 
shortens the tubes which in many boilers are unduly long. 
I t  is pleasing to hear that Mr. Billington has inlestigated 
:I number of starting records of the L. and Y. 4-6-0 passen- 
ger engine and finds the M.E.P. factor to be 82 per cent. 
or the boiler pressure. 
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